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ABSTRACT 

 Each year, petrochemical companies in the US lose over $10B (US) to abnormal 

situations.  These situations force human operators to manage complex processes when 

advanced automation can no longer maintain control.  The goal of this thesis is to assess the 

feasibility of applying an interface design framework, Ecological Interface Design, to 

petrochemical processes.  In keeping with this framework, an analysis of the physical and 

functional constraints which govern a simulated petrochemical plant has been conducted.  

This analysis has been employed in two ways.  First, a comparative evaluation of the 

information content of the constraints analysis, the plant simulation, and information 

available in existing plants of this type has been conducted.  Second, an ecological interface 

has been designed for the simulated plant.  Taken together, the analysis, evaluation, and 

design steps affirm that Ecological Interface Design can be meaningfully applied to 

petrochemical processing. 

 

Ecological Interface Design for Petrochemical Processing Applications, Masters of Applied 

Science, 1998, Gregory Allan Jamieson, Department of Mechanical and Industrial 

Engineering, University of Toronto. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

In engineering in general and in loss prevention in particular there is a conflict 

between the demand for a statement of basic principles and that for detailed 

instructions. 

         Lees (1980) 

 The goal of this thesis has been to adopt an integrated systems approach to the design 

of an information support tool for petrochemical process operators.  That approach consists 

primarily of a novel technique for specifying the content and structure of information which 

must be provided in an operator interface.  This technique also provides guidance for the 

design of interface forms which communicate that content and structure.  At the outset, a 

representative process in the application domain of petrochemical refining is introduced in 

the context of its susceptibility to abnormal situations.  The integrated approach to providing 

operator support in a such a domain is put forth and then applied to the chosen process.  At 

each stage of the design process, implications are derived regarding the contributions and 

limitations of the technique.  Also, the concluding chapter provides some foresight to 

extending the work that has been completed. 

The Cost Of Abnormal Situations 

 This research effort is motivated by a recognition of the immense costs associated 

with abnormal situations in the petrochemical industry.  An abnormal situation is defined as 

any process disturbance which requires operator action to restore a plant to a normal 

operating condition (Cochran & Bullemer, 1996).  Thus, an abnormal situation can be a 

stepping stone to an incident or an accident.  While the public may be familiar with the 

occasional catastrophic failures in process plants, the majority of the costs associated with 
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abnormal situations are incurred in far less dramatic situations leading to reduced product 

quality, equipment damage, and scheduling disruptions (Bullemer & Nimmo, 1994).  The 

frequency with which these lesser incidents occur can cause losses to accrue at a surprising 

rate.  In fact, Cochran and Bullemer (1996) have estimated that abnormal situations cost the 

petrochemical industry $10B (US) annually in preventable losses.  Their impact on the US 

economy is estimated to be upwards of $20B (US) annually. 

 As with other complex systems, it is deceptively easy to place the blame for abnormal 

situations in chemical processing on human error.  However, the Chemical Manufacturers 

Association estimates that 80 to 85% of human errors in chemical production result from 

poor design of the working environment (Lorenzo, 1990).  In part, this can be attributed to 

the failure of operator training programmes and user interface technologies to match 

advances in automation technology and plant complexity (Bullemer & Nimmo, 1994).  This 

intersection of extraordinary, yet preventable, losses and an implication of poor workplace 

design presents a clear opportunity for the application of human factors to petrochemical 

processing.  Yet, Lees (1980) has noted the failure of the chemical industry to take advantage 

of human factors research in the area of process control. 

The Role Of Unanticipated Events 

 The statement by Lees quoted at the outset of this chapter characterises a division 

between normative and formative approaches to dealing with complex work environments 

(see Vicente, in press).  Normative approaches seek to provide guidance for operators by 

identifying anticipated states, devising an appropriate response to them, and developing 

instructions to support execution of that response.  Formative approaches take advantage of 
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constraint-based descriptions of the environment which are independent of state; making it 

possible to support work in that environment without relying on anticipations of the events 

which operators may face.   

 The call for detailed instructions for addressing incidents which threaten loss is an 

alluring one.  Many abnormal events in the process industries can be anticipated, their effects 

modelled, and appropriate operator responses devised and trained.  Experience in many work 

domains (e.g., aviation) has demonstrated that such efforts can be very valuable.  However, 

there are a number of drawbacks to this normative approach to operator support.  Most 

importantly, no collection of procedures for any open system can ever be exhaustive 

(Vicente, in press).  Whereas the range of plant states which can occur in an open system is 

unbounded, the range of states which designers will anticipate is bounded.  The inevitable 

conclusion from this discrepancy is that, at some point in the history of a plant, human 

operators will be faced with an abnormal plant condition which the designers have not 

anticipated.  In these cases, the role of the operator is to adapt his process knowledge 

dynamically to detect, diagnose, and compensate for the abnormality. 

 It is at this point, the inescapable stage at which the operator steps outside the 

anticipated bounds of plant operation, that the call for basic principles1 in the prevention of 

losses is seemingly an obvious one.  Once outside of the range of situations for which 

instructions have been provided, an operator’s best defence against loss of process stability is 

an appreciation for the basic principles of plant function.  Such an appreciation provides a 

flexible tool which can be wielded in all situations (i.e., normal or abnormal, novel or 
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anticipated) to predict the effects of actions.  However, there are clear drawbacks to instilling 

operators with an appreciation for basic principles as opposed to pre-defined procedures.  

Most importantly, the cognitive resources of process operators are severely taxed when they 

are asked to deduce appropriate actions instead of executing pre-defined procedures, 

especially in high stress, dynamic, and potentially dangerous situations. 

 The reality of unanticipated events in the control of open systems appears to be the 

frontier upon which the normative and formative approaches are poised2.  While the forces in 

either camp may be comparable, a terrain marked by unanticipated variability requires a 

statement of basic principles.  The sheer physical reality of the unboundedness of the 

unanticipated will overwhelm the most skilled and heavily supported proponents of providing 

detailed instructions.  However, before the advocates of the normative approach can lay claim 

to their territory, they had best prepare themselves for negotiating it. 

Ecological Interface Design 

 The prospect of designing operator support for the unanticipated is a challenging one.  

An appreciation of basic principles is not easily acquired.  The designer is faced with two 

fundamental problems (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992): a) How to represent the work domain 

in terms of the basic principles in a manner that is meaningful to human operators, and b) 

How to construct a visual form which conveys those principles in a useful way.  One 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
1 The author assumes that by ‘basic principles’ Lees (1980) means the physical laws which 

give rise to observed behaviour.   
2 Miller and Vicente (in press) have suggested that assimilating the strengths of each of these 

approaches may be preferable to casting them as competitors.  
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interface design framework, Ecological Interface Design (EID), has attacked the challenge of 

unanticipated events head-on (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992). 

 Philosophy. EID is founded on the practice of three design principles, each intended 

to support one of the three levels of cognitive control defined by Rasmussen’s (1983) skills, 

rules, knowledge (SRK) taxonomy.  Paraphrased from the paper on EID (Vicente & 

Rasmussen, 1992), these principles are: 

1. In order to support skill-based behaviour (SBB), the operator should be able to act 

directly on the interface.  Higher level information should be organised as an aggregation 

of lower level information in order to support the part-whole structure of perceptual-

motor performance. 

2. In order to support rule-based behaviour (RBB), the interface should provide a consistent 

one-to-one mapping between the work domain constraints and the interface cues. 

3. In order to support knowledge-based behaviour (KBB), the interface should represent the 

work domain in the form of an abstraction hierarchy to serve as an externalised mental 

model that will support problem solving. 

By fulfilling each of these principles, an ecological interface will support each level of 

cognitive control.  An effective ecological interface will not force control to the knowledge-

based level when it can be handled at the skill- or rule-based level.  In doing so, the cognitive 

burden of managing unanticipated events can be limited by good design. 

 EID is particularly fit for open systems because it is based on an event-independent 

representation of the plant.  The abstraction hierarchy modelling framework (described in 

detail below) describes the physical and functional constraints in a work domain (Rasmussen, 

1985).  These constraints hold in all situations unless they are violated by the occurrence of 
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faults.  Thus, fault detection is equivalent to detection of broken constraints and can be 

facilitated by explicitly representing those constraints in an interface.  The abstraction 

hierarchy describes the basic principles of a work domain that are required for problem 

solving during situations that have not been anticipated by the designers. 

 Applications of EID.  EID has been employed to create interfaces for a number of 

work domains.  These include thermal-hydraulic process simulations (Vicente & Rasmussen, 

1990; Reising & Sanderson, in press), a power plant feedwater sub-system (Dinadis & 

Vicente, 1996b), aviation engineering systems (Dinadis & Vicente, 1996a), a conventional 

power generation simulation (Burns, in preparation), and a full-scope nuclear power plant 

simulator (Itoh, Monta, Sakuma & Makino, 1993).  Moreover, experimental investigations on 

a number of these platforms is published and ongoing (Burns, in preparation; Christoffersen, 

Hunter & Vicente, 1996; 1997; Reising & Sanderson, in press).  While each of these 

applications has been a success and research results are promising, EID cannot be introduced 

arbitrarily to new work domains.  There are unique aspects to any new domain that 

necessitate a proof of concept.  For example, although nuclear power plants exhibit many of 

the same functional characteristics as fossil fuel power plants (e.g., heat exchange and turbine 

performance), each has unique functions and purposes that must be modelled (e.g., radiation 

containment and sulfur emissions).  It would be risky to assume that an interface design 

technique that applies to one automatically applies to the other.  For this reason, EID has been 

tested in each of these application domains and must be tested for petrochemical processing 

as well. 
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PURPOSE 

 The purpose of the work described in this thesis is to assess the feasibility of applying 

EID to petrochemical process control.  As a domain, petrochemical processing shares many 

of the same physical equipment (e.g., pumps, valves, and vessels) and functional processes 

(e.g., heating, storage, transport) that are employed in other process control domains and have 

been addressed in previous EID developments.  However, as a new domain for EID, 

petrochemical processing poses a number of unique challenges.  For example, the range of 

commodities (e.g., feed, fuel gas, air, products) flowing through a petrochemical plant and 

the chemical reactions that they undergo present barriers that EID must negotiate.  In the 

following section, a description of a particular work domain within the area of petrochemical 

process control will be undertaken.  This description should serve to spell out some of the 

particular challenges of the forthcoming application of EID.  In successive chapters, an 

application of EID for the selected work domain is described and implications from that 

exercise are drawn. 

Domain Description: Fluid Catalytic Cracking 

 Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) is the primary conversion process employed in 

refining (Wilson, 1997), affecting 1/3 of all crude oil in the US (Occelli, 1988).  FCC 

enhances the conversion of components of the crude mixture into gasoline and lighter 

distillates which are currently in great demand.  This section provides a brief introduction to 

the fundamentals of FCC, the application domain encountered in this work. 

 FCC Fundamentals.  Although FCC is a complex process, the basic engineering 

concepts which drive it are not difficult to grasp.  A catalyst is a substance which facilitates 
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or causes a chemical reaction without being chemically altered in that reaction (Leffler, 

1985).  A catalyst can allow a reaction to occur that would not take place otherwise, or it can 

accelerate the rate of a reaction.  The FCC process employs a catalyst in the latter regard.  A 

description of the nature of that catalyst is far beyond the scope of this work.  Suffice it to 

say, however, that this catalyst is a very fine, porous, particulate matter; so fine that it 

essentially behaves like a fluid when it is sufficiently agitated (Leffler, 1985).  This 

‘fluidized’ catalyst takes a cyclic path through the FCC Unit (FCCU); passing from a reaction 

zone to a regeneration zone, as shown in Figure 1. 

Regeneration 
Zone

Reaction 
Zone

Spent Catalyst

Regenerated Catalyst

Products

FeedAir

Exhaust

 

Figure 1: The basics of the FCCU. 
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 The catalyst contacts the feed in the reaction zone of the unit, facilitating cracking of 

long hydrocarbon chains into smaller, more valuable ones.  Coke3, a product of the 

hydrocarbon fractionation, is deposited on the catalyst during this reaction.  The coke covered 

(spent) catalyst is then separated from the products (i.e., the valuable shorter hydrocarbon 

chains).  Following separation, it is transported to the regeneration zone where the coke is 

burned off in an exothermic reaction.  The clean (regenerated) catalyst is then transferred 

back to the reactor region of the unit, carrying with it the energy required to initiate the 

cracking of more incoming feed. 

 One can begin to appreciate the complexity of the FCC process by recognising that 

the reactor and regenerator are linked by a heat balance, shown in Figure 2.  The heat 

generated by burning the coke is transported to the reaction zone by the catalyst where it is 

needed for the reaction process (Upson et al., 1993).  The reaction contaminates the catalyst 

with coke that serves as the fuel for the combustion reaction in the regeneration zone.  If the 

rate of cracking of feed increases from a steady state condition, so will coke production.  The 

added coke will produce additional heat in the regeneration zone.  That heat is transported 

back to the reaction zone, closing a positive feedback loop and accelerating the cracking 

reaction.  As Figure 2 demonstrates, this is only one of the heat balances in the FCCU. 

                                                           
3 Coke is essentially pure carbon which is formed due to a lack of hydrogen in the reaction 

zone. 
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Regeneration 
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Heat Balance 3

Heat  
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Heat  
Balance 2

FCCU System  
Boundary

 

Figure 2: The FCCU heat balance (adapted from Upson et al., 1993). 

 The Model IV FCCU.  The plant simulation which is employed in this work is a 

Model IV FCCU.  The Model IV represents an intermediate stage in the technological 

development of FCC technology.  Given that the Model IV plants were first introduced in 

1952, one might question whether the FCC technology employed in the Model IV design 

would be considered dated by today’s standards.  The entire digital revolution has taken place 

since the last of these plants was built.  However, the Model IV is still representative of the 

challenges of FCCU operation.  The general functional relationships of FCCs are relatively 

constant in all plant models.  Furthermore,  Lieberman (1991) has pointed out that the 

process equipment itself has not changed in the past 50 years.  Rather, the most recent period 

in FCC process evolution has been an evolution of control technology, not of equipment or 
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its functions.  For this reason, it is reasonable to assume that the work described here is 

applicable to more recent FCCU designs. 

 Due to the highly competitive nature of the petrochemical industry and the crucial 

role played by FCC in the refining process, the details of any particular FCCU design are 

typically considered proprietary information.  Few, if any, process designers would be eager 

to make public the details required to conduct the sorts of analyses to be undertaken here.  In 

fact, it was not until 1993 that a simulation sufficient for those analyses was published for the 

Model IV.   

The McFarlane FCCU 

 The previous section provided a brief introduction to the role of the FCCU in the 

refining process.  In this final section of the introductory chapter, the work domain which has 

been selected as an example petrochemical process will be described in detail.  An 

appreciation for the example process will help the reader appreciate the modelling technique 

to be discussed in the second chapter. 

 Introduction and a note on models.  The work presented in this thesis utilised a 

simulation of an FCCU which was originally detailed in a journal article by McFarlane, 

Reineman, Bartee, and Georgakis (1993).  McFarlane et al.’s (1993) stated purpose in 

publishing a paper on this simulation was to provide a platform for teaching or evaluating 

analysis, identification, control, and optimisation techniques.  The article contains all of the 

governing equations for the simulation and a complete description of the model parameters.  

The figures in the McFarlane et al. (1993) paper have been assimilated into a pseudo piping 

and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) shown in Figure 3.  The purpose of this section is to 
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walk through this diagram and explain in some detail how the plant functions.  The 

information is borrowed heavily from the McFarlane et al. (1993) paper, supplemented by 

background knowledge obtained during the course of this investigation.  From this point 

forward, the simulation will be referred to as the McFarlane model, simulation, or FCCU 

without citation. 

 The McFarlane simulation is a model of a Model IV FCCU.  As such, it is a 

simplification of a hypothetical plant, with some aspects being more simplified than others.  

Where possible, comments have been added to the following description to illuminate the 

simplifying assumptions that McFarlane et al. (1993) have made.  The purpose of these notes 

is to give the reader an appreciation for how representative the McFarlane model is of actual 

FCCUs.  In addition, having a working knowledge of the simulated plant and the assumptions 

upon which it is based will make it possible for the reader to appreciate the modelling effort 

to be discussed in the following chapter.  That effort is based solely on the  
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model description provided by McFarlane et al. (1993) and not on a general treatment of FCC 

processes.  This is not to say that knowledge from other sources has not contributed to an 

understanding of FCC processes in general.  Rather, the point is that the work domain model 

to be constructed is a model of the McFarlane FCCU (i.e., a model of a simulated plant).  

Assumptions and errors built into the McFarlane simulation will thereby be subsumed by the 

work domain description. 

 Feed input and pre-heating.  There are four sources of feed to the McFarlane FCCU. 

Upstream processes deliver wash oil, diesel, and gas oil to the FCC.  These three external 

feeds are visible in the lower, right hand corner of Figure 3.  Slurry recycle from the 

fractionator (above and slightly to the left of the external feed lines) constitutes the fourth 

source of feed, and the first model simplification.  Although the text and diagrams in the 

McFarlane description clearly suggests that the slurry feed material is recycled, the model 

equations fail to reflect that statement.  Thus, the slurry recycle is treated simply as an 

additional source of feed and not as a recycle.4   

 Control valves are provided for the regulation of wash oil, diesel, and slurry flows, 

but not gas oil flow.  The operator has only indirect control of this feed source by way of the 

fresh feed control valve downstream of the three external sources.  All three of these control 

valves are assumed to be perfect regulators by the McFarlane model; flow rates always equal 

setpoints.  This is obviously a simplification, and a further indication that the feed subsystem 

is not the focus of the simulation. 

                                                           
4 The slurry recycle simplification (it is unclear if it is a simplification or an error) is one of 

the more disappointing shortcomings of the McFarlane model.  Recycling of feed is both an 

important economic step and a substantial challenge to process operators. 
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 The fresh feed flow is routed through a fuel oil fired heater (lower, centre portion of 

Figure 3).  The heater is governed by dynamic energy balances which relate feed rate, feed 

temperature, fuel oil burn rate, firebox temperature, and outlet temperature.  Although the 

actual flow of fuel oil is governed by another ‘perfect’ flow controller, the furnace does 

embody some significant challenges in feed heating (e.g., the inter-dependence of feed rate 

and firebox temperature).  It does not model CO and CO2 concentrations and stack damper 

manipulations which are a part of actual furnace operations. 

 Reactor riser.  The heated feed is mixed with the slurry recycle flow (which is already 

hot since it has been through the cracking process once) and injected into the reactor riser.  

The riser is the wide pipe which protrudes from the large vessel just right of centre in Figure 

3).  In the riser, the feed contacts the hot regenerated catalyst flowing from the regenerator.  

The hot catalyst provides the sensible heat, heat of vaporisation, and heat of reaction required 

for cracking (an endothermic reaction).  All cracking is assumed to take place in the reactor 

riser (a characteristic of later generation FCCUs).  Coke, a product of the cracking reaction, is 

deposited on the catalyst in the riser.  The riser description, although highly simplified, 

accounts for some important aspects of cracking that have serious impact on unit operations.  

Cracking temperature, pressure drop, wet gas (i.e., product) yield, and coke depositing are all 

modelled.  Differential equations are prescribed for coke and wet gas yield models, mass and 

energy balances, and pressure balances.  Not modelled are the specific compositions of the 

coke and wet gas produced.  This will have implications for the fractionator and regenerator 

descriptions. 

 Coke production.  The actual amount of coke produced in the reactor riser is an 

important determinant of process behaviour.  Coke production is predominantly dependent on 
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feed stock characteristics and residence time in the riser (i.e., how long the catalyst and feed 

remain in contact), although riser temperature also contributes to coke formation.  The 

McFarlane model accounts for the first two of these factors.  While three of the four feed 

sources are assumed to have a constant (yet unequal) effect on coke production, gas-oil feed 

is characterised by a variable.  Lower grade gas oil feed will produce more coke in the riser 

and higher grades will produce less.  Thus, the McFarlane model allows for variations in feed 

quality, an important source of process disturbance.  Also modelled is Weight Hourly Space 

Velocity (WHSV); the ratio of oil weight versus catalyst weight per unit time.  Increasing the 

rate of feed introduction or the contact time will yield a higher WHSV and, consequently, 

increase coke production. 

 Reactor vessel.  The wet gas and coke entrained catalyst leave the riser and enter the 

large reactor vessel, visible just right of centre in Figure 3.  The name ‘reactor’ is a holdover 

from early FCCU designs where cracking reactions took place predominantly in this vessel.  

In more recent FCCUs, the reactor serves as a site for the separation of spent catalyst from 

wet gas product.  This occurs in two ways.  First, a cyclone at the top of the reactor vessel 

separates catalyst and wet gas.  Wet gas is passed to the fractionator while the spent catalyst 

is returned to the reactor catalyst bed.  The second separation takes place as steam is injected 

into the catalyst bed at the bottom of the vessel to separate entrained hydrocarbons that will 

be captured by the cyclones.  In the McFarlane model, the separation of wet gas and spent 

catalyst is assumed to be complete.  The effects of the cyclones and the steam strippers are 

not modelled except for an assumed constant temperature drop occurring across the stripping 

section.  Thus, the reactor serves mainly as a reservoir for spent catalyst and as a factor in the 

pressure balance of the unit. 
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 Fractionator and wet gas compressor.  The fractionator is a distillation column that 

serves to separate wet gas from the reactor into various quality products.  In Figure 3 it is the 

small vessel just above and to the right of the reactor.  Because the McFarlane simulation 

does not model wet gas composition, the fractionator cannot be described in detail.  Its only 

description is as a differential pressure balance.  Its capacity as a wet gas reservoir is not 

modelled.  Together with the reactor, the fractionator is the most highly simplified 

component in the McFarlane model. 

 Products emerging from the fractionator (i.e., wet gas) must be compressed so that 

they can be distributed to downstream processes such as the vapour recovery unit.  The 

McFarlane simulation includes a wet gas compressor (WGC) and assumes a constant 

downstream pressure5.  A suction, vent, and flare valve (all visible in the upper, right hand 

corner of Figure 3) are included to assist in the control of wet gas flow and surge protection.  

Flows through these valves are determined by fairly accurate equations which account for 

valve position, valve characteristics, and upstream and downstream pressures. 

 Regenerator.  Spent catalyst from the reactor bed is transported to the large 

regenerator vessel (just left of centre in Figure 3) via a U-bend.  (The dynamics of spent and 

regenerated catalyst flow will be addressed below).  The catalyst enters a bed which is 

fluidized with compressed air.  When this air comes into contact with the coke, it produces a 

combustion reaction.  The reaction converts the pure carbon to carbon monoxide and carbon 

dioxide and also gives off a substantial amount of heat energy.  Furthermore, hydrogen left 

                                                           
5 In practice, disturbances in upstream and downstream processes (e.g., pressure in the vapor 

recovery unit) have substantial impacts on FCCU operations.  For the most part, these 

disturbances are not modeled in the McFarlane simulation. 
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over from the cracking reaction is also combusted, forming water vapour.  Above the 

fluidized bed, product gasses (CO, CO2, H2O) and entrained hydrocarbons rise through a 

disengaging zone towards a cyclone.  Some of the heavier catalyst falls back to the bed and 

most of the CO is converted to CO2.  These reactions contribute to an increasing temperature 

gradient across the disengaging zone.  At the top of the regenerator vessel, cyclones (not 

modelled, as in the reactor) separate any catalyst from the flue gasses.  A valve controls the 

flow of the gasses out of the regenerator and, consequently, the pressure in the regenerator. 

 Usually, an FCCU is limited by its coke burning capacity and the McFarlane 

simulation is no exception.  Physical limitations of the reactor vessel constrain the operating 

temperatures.  In this, and in many other aspects, the regenerator model is the most true to life 

component in the McFarlane FCCU.  It includes detailed differential equations to account for 

mass and energy balances, temperature gradients, kinetics, gas compositions, and pressure 

relationships. 

 Air blowers.  Two air compressors provide the air required to assist catalyst 

circulation, fluidize the catalyst bed, and provide oxygen for the combustion reaction.  These 

units are shown in the lower, left-hand corner of Figure 3.  Both units (the compressors and 

their associated valves) reflect a high degree of operational validity.  The lift air blower is 

driven by a variable speed steam turbine that allows the operator to control compressor speed 

via a valve that regulates steam flow.  An operating curve is defined to relate polytropic head 

to flowrate, and a surge point is specified.  A bypass line exhausting air to the atmosphere to 

aid in surge protection is also represented.  The compressed air is injected at the bottom of 

the lift pipe (a long pipe protruding from the regenerator vessel) to control catalyst flow into 
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the regenerator.  If more air is available than is required for this function, the excess can be 

diverted to the regenerator bed to assist with combustion and fluidization. 

 The combustion air blower is driven by a constant speed electric motor and provides 

the majority of the airflow to the regenerator.  Because it is driven at a constant speed, a 

throttling valve is provided on the suction inlet to control flowrate.  A head-capacity 

performance curve is specified to relate volumetric flowrate to discharge pressure and a valve 

to regulate exhaust to atmosphere serves as anti-surge protection.  The air from the 

combustion air blower is delivered directly to the regenerator bed. 

 Catalyst circulation.  Catalyst flows from reactor to regenerator to reactor through two 

U-shaped pipes shown in the centre of Figure 3.  The Model IV differs from other FCCU 

designs in the way that catalyst flow between the reactor and the regenerator is controlled.  In 

other FCCUs, catalyst circulation is regulated by slide valves assisted by gravity and a 

difference in elevation of the vessels.  The Model IV was conceived with the intention of 

eliminating these valves which tended to erode rapidly (Wilson, 1997).  The Model IV 

employs slide valves only for emergency stoppage of flows, not for regulation.  In fact, the 

slide valves are not even modelled in the McFarlane simulation.  Rather, catalyst flow in the 

Model IV is achieved through force (i.e., pressure head) balances.  The two primary means of 

affecting these balances are the density of catalyst in the lift pipe (a function of lift air 

flowrate) and the pressure differences between the reactor and the regenerator.  Constant 

friction factors are included in the force balances and a steady state is assumed.  McFarlane et 

al. (1993) also specify that catalyst flow is a self-regulating process.  Changes in vessel 

volumes and flow rates are self-correcting. 
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 Process dynamics.  Although the work domain analysis in the next chapter will not 

rely on such descriptions, it is useful to describe one example of the operational complexity 

of the McFarlane FCCU.  Perhaps the key challenge to operating an FCCU comes from 

understanding the strong functional interdependencies between components.  For example, 

consider the chain of events which can follow a degradation in the quality of the feed 

composition entering the simulated plant.  Lower grade feeds produce more coke upon 

cracking in the reactor riser.  This additional coke yield will increase the concentration of 

coke in the spent catalyst which is sent back to the regenerator.  Higher coke concentrations 

will increase combustion rates in the regenerator and lead to higher temperatures, possibly 

threatening physical damage to the vessel.  If there is not sufficient air to support this 

increased combustion, the concentration of carbon monoxide in the flue gas will rise, 

threatening environmental safety margins.  Higher vessel temperatures will also produce 

hotter regenerated catalyst which, upon returning to the reactor riser will contribute to 

increased cracking rates and close a positive feedback loop.  From this brief example the 

reader may begin to appreciate the strong interdependence of the reactor and regenerator 

variables. 

Summary 

 The main purpose of this introductory chapter has been to set forth the problem with 

which this thesis is concerned: Can EID be applied to petrochemical process control?  At the 

outset, the importance of abnormal situations in petrochemical processing was emphasised.  

Subsequently, the candidate interface design technique (i.e., EID) was introduced and its 

merits discussed.  This chapter has also introduced petrochemical refining as a complex work 
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domain, presented Fluid Catalytic Cracking as an example process in that domain, and 

detailed the McFarlane Model IV FCCU as a specific instantiation of FCC.  Subsequent 

chapters will: detail a hierarchical decomposition of the domain (Chapter 2); employ that 

work domain representation to evaluate information availability in existing FCCs (Chapter 

3); introduce an interface which embeds the products of the work domain analysis in a visual 

form (Chapter 4); and draw implications from this research effort (Chapter 5).  The sequence 

starts with a description of the work domain analysis, the topic of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: WORK DOMAIN ANALYSIS 

 The integrated design of information support in sociotechnical systems is founded 

upon an appreciation for the structure of the work domain.  The work domain is the system to 

be controlled, independent of any specification of who or what is doing the controlling, or 

what tasks are involved in control (Vicente, in press).  While there are many candidate 

modelling frameworks for describing systems, one has been proven to be particularly adept at 

representing both physical and functional information in a form which is meaningful to 

operators; the Abstraction-Decomposition Space (Rasmussen, 1985).  In the first section of 

this chapter, a description of this modelling space will be provided.  The subsequent three 

sections will present an application of this work domain analysis technique to the McFarlane 

FCCU.  The final section presents some implications of the modelling effort. 

The Abstraction-Decomposition Space 

 The Abstraction-Decomposition Space is a description of the physical and functional 

relationships that comprise a work domain (Rasmussen, 1985).  As its name implies, the 

space is composed of two complementary dimensions, one of abstraction and one of 

decomposition (or, conversely, aggregation).  Each dimension will be described. 

 Abstraction Hierarchy.  An abstraction hierarchy (AH) (Rasmussen, 1985) is a multi-

level representation of the functional structure of a plant.  In the process control domain, 

models of plant purposes, first principles, general functions, plant equipment, and equipment 
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location and appearance have proven to be useful1.  Each level of the AH constitutes a 

complete model of the plant and is distinguished by a specific language employed at that 

level.  Any one of these levels could conceivably stand alone; however, it is the relationship 

between levels which gives the AH its unique character. 

 Each level of the AH is related to adjacent levels by a means-ends relationship.  When 

transitioning between levels, an operator can exploit these relationships to ask three crucial 

questions (see Figure 4).  By entering any level of abstraction, operators are implicitly asking 

themselves the question, “What?”  More specifically, “What is the form, function, or purpose 

that I am interested in?”  When traversing up the levels of abstraction, the operator can ask 

the question “Why?”.  That is, “Why does the structural description of the plant include 

equipment X or function Y at this level?”  At the adjacent level above, the operator should 

find the answer to that question in a more abstract function or purpose.  Similarly, when 

stepping down to lower levels of abstraction, the operator can ask the question, “How?”  Or, 

“How can function Y or purpose Z be realised?”  The adjacent level below should denote the 

functions or equipment that are available and pertinent to answering such questions.  The 

WHY:WHAT:HOW questions form a window that can be translated up and down through 

the levels of abstraction.  That which constitutes a WHY in one window can serve as the 

WHAT if the frame is moved up one level of abstraction. 

                                                           
1 Analysts in other domains have found other levels in various combinations to be of use for 

their modeling needs (e.g., Hajdukiewicz, 1998).  The number of levels of abstraction and 

their language descriptions can be adapted to fit a particular work domain. 
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Figure 4: The shifting WHY:WHAT:HOW window in the abstraction hierarchy. 

 Decomposition hierarchy.  The Abstraction-Decomposition Space can be 

complemented by a second dimension to describe the physical decomposition of the plant at 

various levels of resolution.  However, the nature of the relationship described along the 

decomposition dimension is conceptually distinct from the means-ends relationship described 

along the abstraction dimension.  The various levels of decomposition are ordered by a part-

whole relationship.  For example, a casing, impeller and a motor might be aggregated to form 

a pump.  The individual components can be treated separately or they can be treated at a 

lower level of physical resolution (i.e., more aggregated) as a pump.  Designations for the 

levels of decomposition will depend in large part on the scope of analysis.  A pump could be 

considered a component (i.e., one of many interrelated elements within a boundary defined by 

the analyst) at one level of granularity and a system (i.e., the only element included in that 

boundary) at another, depending on the needs of the analyst. 

 Uniting the dimensions.  These orthogonal dimensions of abstraction and 

decomposition define an area over which a number of different plant models are described 
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(see Figure 5).  Thus, for X levels of abstraction and Y levels of decomposition, there are 

X*Y possible models in the space.  Although each of these models reveals a unique set of 

information about the modelled system, it must be emphasised that each is a complete model 

within its particular niche in the full abstraction-decomposition area.  Navigation through this 

area facilitates an understanding of both the physical and functional relationships between 

plant elements. 
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Figure 5: The abstraction-decomposition modelling space 

 It is sometimes difficult to appreciate the AH at first glance.  It is often helpful to 

specify what an abstraction hierarchy is not in order to establish some contrast.  The AH is 

not a specification of events, situations, or plant states.  These concepts are transient 

descriptions of the work domain whereas the structural representation provided by the AH is 

relatively invariant over time.  That is to say, the AH is event-independent (Vicente & 

Tanabe, 1993).  The model content is not specified via a finite set of abnormal events which 

are anticipated by designers.  Further, the AH does not specify operator tasks or goals.  While 

such a specification is useful, tasks and goals can vary while structure remains constant. 

The McFarlane FCCU Abstraction-Decomposition Analysis 

 The next three sections are devoted to describing the abstraction-decomposition space 

for the McFarlane FCCU.  This first section provides an overview of the space.  The 

following two sections address the decomposition and abstraction dimensions, respectively.  

Subsequently, implications of the work domain model are discussed. 

 Overview.  Figure 6 presents an overview of the McFarlane FCCU Abstraction-

Decomposition Space.  Five levels of abstraction and three levels of decomposition have 

been employed.  This figure also identifies the cells within the space that have been selected 

for detailed modelling.  Six cells in the space have been found to be useful in describing the 

plant.  The arrow between the Physical Function and Generalized Function levels at the 

Component level of decomposition indicates a diagram detailing the transition between these 

cells.  Only one such transition diagram is described in this thesis (see below), although 

others are implied. 
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Figure 6: The abstraction-decomposition space for the McFarlane FCCU. 

 Missing cells.  In reviewing Figure 6, the reader might question why only 6 of 15 cells 

in the AH space have been described.  It is worth emphasising that all cells of the AH are 

valid and potentially useful representations of the plant.  However, in constructing an AH one 

must evaluate which cells are likely to be most useful to operators.  Therefore, each cell has 
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been evaluated in terms of what is added/lost when transitioning from one cell to another.  

When a representation is constructed for a given cell, an evaluation is conducted to identify 

what information is contained therein which is not contained in other cells.  If there is little or 

no unique information in that cell then its use is foregone in an effort to limit the presence of 

marginally useful information that might drain the limited cognitive resources of the operator. 

 Experimental observations of problem solving behaviour (from which the AH concept 

was initially formulated) have shown that such behaviour typically falls roughly along the 

diagonal from the Physical Form/Component cell to the Functional Purpose/System cell 

(Rasmussen, 1985).  When operators think about the purposes and functions of a plant, they 

tend to adopt a coarse unit of analysis (e.g. system, subsystem); when operators think about 

physical properties of a plant, they tend to adopt a fine unit of analysis (e.g. component).  It is 

not surprising then, that the evaluation process described in the preceding paragraphs 

frequently yields a set of representations that fall along the same diagonal.  This pattern of 

employed cells in the Abstraction-Decomposition space replicates a similar pattern found in 

AH representations in aviation (Dinadis & Vicente, 1996a), conventional power generation 

(Dinadis & Vicente, 1996b), and a laboratory thermal-hydraulic process simulation (Bisantz 

& Vicente, 1994). 

Levels Of Decomposition 

 Figure 7 and Figure 8 provide two representations of the levels of decomposition (the 

horizontal dimension of Figure 6).  The first, Figure 7, emphasises the manner in which lower 

level nodes are aggregated to form higher level nodes.  The components (extracted from 
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Figure 3) are grouped into eight units that comprise the complete system.  The arrows and 

brackets serve to make explicit the part-whole relationships between the levels of  
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Figure 7: The part-whole relations of the decomposition dimension with emphasis on 

relations between levels. 

decomposition.  Figure 8 focuses on the relationships of the nodes within a given level of 

decomposition.  The arrows represent inputs, outputs and connections between components 

or units.  Whereas each figure places emphasis on a different sort of information which is 

retained in the levels of decomposition, it is important to note that these three levels of 

decomposition are orthogonal to the five levels of abstraction (see Figure 6).  Thus, at each 

level of abstraction there are three possible complete descriptions of the plant, one for each 

level of description. 
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Levels Of Abstraction 

 The levels of decomposition described in the previous section can be used to think 

about the McFarlane model at different levels of decomposition linked by part-whole 

relations.  In this section, the five levels of abstraction and their means-ends links are  
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Figure 8: The decomposition dimension with emphasis on relations within levels. 

described.  The discussion starts at the most concrete level of abstraction, Physical Form, and 

moves upward to more abstract descriptions.  The reader is encouraged to consult Figure 6 to 

map these descriptions on the abstraction-decomposition space. 

 Physical Form.  The reader will likely notice that no cells at the Physical Form (PFo) 

level are defined in Figure 6.  This is because the McFarlane FCCU is a simulated plant, and 

thus has no PFo to model.  In an operational plant, this level would be filled with 

representations of the location and appearance of the physical structures.  For example, 
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chemical plants frequently provide video images of flare towers so that operators can confirm 

that a flow is indeed being burned off.  The flare image would constitute a PFo of one plant 

component.  Other examples of PFo representations include photographs, process blueprints, 

and other multi-media access to the appearance and location. 

 Close examination of the model variables in the McFarlane et al. article reveal the 

presence of a few items which might be characterised as Physical Form information.  

Examples include lengths of the U-bends, elevation of the connections  of some components, 

and cross sectional areas of vessels.  However, the available data of this nature is insufficient 

to establish a complete plant model.  Those that are included are static and are required for 

calculation of dynamic variables at higher levels of abstraction.  A specification of which 

model variables fall into each cell of the abstraction-decomposition space is provided in 

Appendix A and discussed in the next chapter. 

 Physical Function.  The Physical Function (PFn) representation abstracts from the 

PFo level by assigning names to the equipment and showing how they are connected.  It also 

contains information related to the state of manipulable components.  For example, a 

photograph of a butterfly valve would constitute a PFo representation, whereas the PFn 

designation “Flow Valve V5” assigns a name (Flow Valve) and an indicator (V5) of a 

characteristic of that component.  The PFn-Component (PFn-C) cell representation is shown 

in Figure 9.   

 The PFn representation resembles a traditional piping and instrumentation diagram 

(P&ID) except that instrumentation is not specified by the AH.  Traditional icons for valves 

and compressors suffice for some labels.  Also absent from this model are the various 

controllers employed in the McFarlane simulation.  In constructing an AH, particular 
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attention is paid to restricting descriptions to the means-ends structure of the plant elements.  

While control systems are crucial to the successful operation of a modern petrochemical 

plant, they do not lend themselves to characterisation by means-ends descriptions.  Other 

analysis techniques can be employed to model the behaviour of control systems. 

 The lines connecting the nodes at the PFn level represent physical relationships 

between the structural components.  For example, the two U-bend lines connecting the 

reactor and regenerator are meant to imply that there is a directly physical connection 

between these units.  While this statement may strike the reader as being obvious, higher 

levels of abstraction do not follow this rule.  The reader should be careful to understand what 

the meaning of connections between nodes is at each level. 
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Figure 9: The Physical Function level at the Component level of decomposition. 
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 Generalized Function.  The Generalized Function (GF) level for the McFarlane FCCU 

reveals information about heat transfers and flows of commodities (e.g. catalyst, feed 

products).  It is the first level of abstraction at which the analyst divorces the description from 

characteristics of the equipment.  Here, the process is described according to the terminology 

of traditional disciplines of engineering.  For example, descriptions of heat transfer, 

thermodynamics, and fluid flow are common to GF representations.  Chemical reactions are 

presented at this level of abstraction also.  The primary reason for including reactions at the 

GF level is that the language typically employed here lends itself well to discussing reacting 

commodities.  Further, chemical reactions are equally subject to the mass and energy first 

principles that are described at the Abstract Function level (see below).  In other words, the 

GF level description of reactions emphasises which commodities are reacting, in what 

proportions, with certain products and heat transfers.  The Abstract Function level 

emphasises relevant mass and energy relations (abstracted from a specific commodity).  

Thus, the same chemical reaction can be treated at two levels of abstraction, each complete 

yet unique in the type of information it provides. 

 Figure 10 details the transition between the cells of the PFn and GF levels at the 

Component level of decomposition.  The figure is the manifestation of the arrow between the 

cells visible in Figure 6.  This representation was initially constructed as a memory aid for the 

author and wasn’t intended to be part of the AH.  However, it has continued to serve as a 

valuable explanatory tool and has proved to be very useful.  This representation provides a 

very detailed explanation of how each node at the PFn level is related to its associated end or 

ends at the GF level.  Conversely, each node at the GF level is connected to its means  

(singular or plural) at the PFn level.  Thus, a given node can have a single or multiple means 
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and ends, emphasising the homomorphic nature of the AH representation.  Although this is a 

one of a kind description in this work, similar diagrams could be created for other pairs of 

abstraction levels.  Such diagrams have not been included in this case because they were not 

particularly revealing at higher levels of abstraction. 

 There are a couple of noteworthy features of Figure 10.  The first is the pair of empty 
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Figure 10: Detail of transition from the Physical Function to Generalized Function level. 

nodes at the PFn level which are connected to the Gas Oil Flow node and the Riser Feed 

Flow node at the GF level.  The gas oil flow is different from similar flows in this simulation 

in that it has no regulating valve.  It is not uncommon for flowrates in FCCUs to be 

determined by upstream processes over which the FCCU operators have no control.  This 

lack of opportunity for action is clearly reflected in the AH.  In a fault management situation 
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involving this flow, a well designed interface should make it clear to the operator that he has 

no capability to affect this flow.  The Riser Feed Flow describes the combined flow of the 

four feed sources into the riser, a function that is not directly modelled by the McFarlane 

simulation, nor capable of being directly regulated.  A second point of interest is that many 

nodes at the PFn level have multiple ends.  Changes in the state of the equipment will lead to 

multiple changes in flows and heat transfers.  Thus, Figure 10 emphasises the one-to-many 

nature of the means-ends relationships in the plant. 

 A final feature of Figure 10 is the distinction between ovular and rectangular nodes.  

Each shape is intended to convey a sense of how well the function identified by that node is 

characterised by model variables.  Ovular nodes are used for functions which are completely 

described by some set of variables from the McFarlane model.  Rectangular nodes are 

employed for equipment or functions which are not sufficiently described by a set of model 

variables.  In many cases these rectangular nodes have no related model variables, while in 

some cases they are partially described by one or two variables.  A more detailed discussion 

of the relationship between model variables and functions in the AH will follow in the next 

chapter. 

 The GF-Component (GF-C) cell representation is shown in Figure 11.  The nodes at 

this level represent general functions of the plant, e.g. flows, heat transfers. These nodes are 

the same as those that appear on the top of each of the four rows of Figure 10.  The 

connections between these nodes represent causal relationships between functions whereas 

the connections at the PFn level emphasised physical relationships. 

 The GF-C cell representation is rather complicated.  The extensive connections 

between the nodes reflects the high degree of interaction between plant functions.  The 
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influence of pressure propagations is a major driver of this inter-dependency.  Note that the 

complexity increases around those nodes related to the reactor and regenerator units.  

Whereas the functionality around the Feed Input and Heat Transfer Units is essentially 

sequential, the functionality in the reactor and regenerator is circular.   
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Figure 11: The Generalized Function level at the Component Level of decomposition. 
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The GF level at the Unit (GF-U) level of decomposition is shown in Figure 12.  This 

representation is an aggregation of the functional relations described in Figure 11.  Note that, 

despite transitioning levels of decomposition, the same language is employed to describe the 

functions.  This is because each level of the AH employs the same language, regardless of the 

level of decomposition.  Thus, the units are discussed in terms of their functions as flows, 

reactions and heat transfers as they were in the GF-C cell.  It should also be noted how much 

simpler this representations is than the GF-C level.  Moving up a level of decomposition 

allows the operator to think about the same plant in fewer terms, exploiting hierarchy to 

reduce memory demands. 
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Figure 12: The Generalized Function level at the Unit level of decomposition. 

 Abstract Function.  The Abstract Function (AF) level reveals information about the 

first principles which govern mass and energy relationships in the plant. Figure 13 details 

component level mass relations and Figure 14 details energy relations.  Connections between 

nodes at this level again reflect causality.  Note that at this level of abstraction the various 

commodities are no longer distinguishable, as they are all represented as masses (Figure 13).  

Further, different types of heat transfer (convection, conduction, radiation) are treated as 

energy exchanges (Figure 14).  Representing the functionality of the plant in terms of its  
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mass and energy relations allows the analyst to exploit physical laws.  In process control 

systems, for example, laws of conservation of mass and energy must be obeyed and thus form 

constraints to be depicted by the AH.  These laws cannot be expressed at the GF level 

because they do not hold in that context.  For example, there is no such thing as a ‘law of 

conservation of volume’.   

The representations employed in the AF level are adapted from Multi-level Flow 

Modelling (MFM) (Lind, 1994).  Although other representations are feasible, this particular 

syntax has proven to be both concise and descriptive.  It should be noted, however, that not 

all of the rules of MFM syntax specified by Lind have been adopted here. For a more detailed 

discussion of the relationship between MFM and AH techniques, see Burns (1997). 

 MFM prescribes six types of functions: source, sink, store, balance, transport and 

barrier (see Figure 15).  A source occurs when mass or energy crosses a system boundary 

into the system.  Similarly, a sink occurs when mass or energy crosses a system boundary 

away from the system.  A store represents a point in the system at which mass or energy can 

accumulate.  A balance describes a conservation of mass or energy without the use of a store, 

usually in the form of an exchange.  A transport function indicates that mass or energy has 

been moved from one physical location to another.  A barrier is used to indicate a prevention 

of mass or energy transport. 

 The MFM functions most likely to be confused are barrier and balance.  A heat 

exchanger can be used to distinguish these two functions.  In a typical shell and tube heat 

exchanger, energy is transferred from the hot side flow to the cold side flow.  As such, the 

heat exchanger acts as a balance to energy because the energy is conserved without being  
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Figure 15: The MFM functions employed in the Abstract Function level of the AH. 

stored.  In contrast, the two flows never come into contact with each other.  Thus, the heat 

exchanger acts as a barrier to mass because it prevents physical contact between the flows.

 Figure 16 shows the separate mass and energy portions of the AF level at the Unit 

level of decomposition (AF-U).  The two parts of the figure are the aggregated AF 

information which appeared in Figure 13 (mass) and Figure 14 (energy).  Note again how the 

transition of decomposition level reduces the complexity of the system, potentially freeing up 

cognitive resources. 

Functional Purpose.  The overall purpose of an FCCU is to contribute to the financial 

viability of the installation as a whole.  This function is specified as the sole node in the 

Functional Purpose (FP) level of abstraction.  This level is only described for the system level 

of decomposition (FP-S).  In the McFarlane model, this purpose can be described by a single 

variable, the flow rate of wet gas out of the wet gas compressor (F11).  In a real FCCU, a 

collection of variables would have to be considered to make this assessment, including 

relative proportions of each product, their respective qualities, and their values on the market.  

However, the McFarlane model is substantially simplified in this regard. 

 Supporting the financial health of the plant may seem to be a simplistic statement.  

However, the rest of the AH demonstrates that, in order to achieve this purpose, an extensive 

range of functions must be properly arrayed.  The inclusion of other purposes (most notably  
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Figure 16: The Abstract Function Level at the Unit Level of Decomposition (mass and energy 

treated separately).  

safety concerns) has been considered.  However, conversations with process engineers have 

convinced the analyst that these concerns are coincident with production. 

Implications Of The McFarlane FCCU Abstraction Hierarchy 

 Prior to this exercise, the AH had not been employed to model petrochemical 

processes.  The results of the modelling effort demonstrated here indicate that it is indeed 
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feasible to extend the AH to this domain.  While the transition has necessitated some 

extensions of the AH concepts (see below), it has not posed any insurmountable obstacles or 

demanded any changes in philosophy.  In the following paragraphs some peculiarities 

associated with employing the AH in the petrochemical domain are discussed. 

 Dealing with plant modifications.  In reviewing an earlier version of the AH described 

here, two process engineers noted that FCCU plant modifications are manifested primarily at 

the PFn level of abstraction.  In other words, the higher level functions which comprise an 

FCCU are seldom modified by new equipment.  This observation has strong implications for 

employing an AH throughout the life cycle of a plant.  Modifications of plant equipment are 

to be expected, although their actual form cannot be anticipated far in advance.  If the 

immediate effects of those changes are manifested in a single level of abstraction, 

modifications could be restricted to that level.  Information systems and displays could be 

designed flexibly in areas where changes are possible.  Such an approach would alleviate the 

need to overhaul the AH when slight (but influential) process modifications are introduced. 

 This observation can also be extended to creating AHs for other FCCUs.  If 

differences between multiple plants also lie primarily at the PFn level of abstraction, then it is 

likely that higher levels of abstraction will be relatively consistent between plants.  This 

suggests that, once an AH has been created for a full scale FCCU, it can be adapted to other 

FCCUs with modifications to low levels of abstraction only.  If this extension holds, then it 

has strong implications for the flexible application of a particular AH modelling effort.  Once 

an AH has been constructed for one FCCU, it can be re-used for another plant by making 

relatively minor modifications to account for the specific equipment employed.  Given the 
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evolutionary nature of FCC technology discussed in Chapter 1, flexibility in a modelling 

framework may prove particularly valuable. 

 New developments in AH methodology.  Extending the AH to the petrochemical 

domain has provided a challenge to the discipline’s collective understanding and appreciation 

for the modelling technique itself.  Two particular lessons have evolved from this application.  

First, not every node in the AH needs to have an associated quantitative variable.  Previously 

it had been assumed (perhaps implicitly) that each node could be quantified in some manner.  

Successful application of the AH technique to the McFarlane FCCU has proven that this is 

not necessary.  Qualitative labels can be employed as place holders for equipment or 

functions as long as they are clearly distinguished from quantitative labels.  For example, the 

cyclones in the reactor and regenerator clearly serve the function of separating commodities.  

However, there is no model variable that characterises the state of either this component or its 

function.  Although it is not possible to attach quantitative variables to this equipment of its 

function, it is still important that it be identified in the plant model.  Operators can still use 

the qualitative concept (i.e., the object) in their reasoning processes, even though there is no 

quantitative value for it. 

 The second lesson is that not all higher level functions must be connected to lower 

level nodes.  In other words, not all ends have means which can be described at the adjacent 

lower level.  The Gas Oil Flow function at the GF level provides a good case in point (see 

earlier discussion).  In this case, there is no node at the PFn level which acts as a means to 

this flow.  In previous applications of the AH, this problem was not encountered.  It was 

decided to allow nodes at functional levels to remain unconnected to physical levels when it 

would be misleading to suggest to operators that a node at a lower level could be employed to 
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affect a higher level function.  In other words, it is preferable to present information which 

conveys an inability to affect a function rather than exclude the function or violate the means-

ends relationship. 

Summary 

 In this chapter, the AH framework has been employed to model the McFarlane FCCU 

work domain.  A brief description of this framework was presented first and the application 

second.  In addition, some implications suggested by this modelling effort have also been 

discussed.  There is, however, an additional use of the AH that has not yet been considered.  

Because the AH representation specifies the information required to operate the McFarlane 

FCCU, it can be used to assess the availability of information provided in an existing 

interface.  In the following chapter, such an analysis is described. 
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CHAPTER 3: INFORMATION AVAILABILITY ANALYSES 

 The AH representation of the McFarlane FCCU described in the last chapter 

constitutes a major step towards achieving an integrated approach to the design of 

information systems for process operators.  While the focus of this thesis will be on 

employing the AH to develop an ecological interface, it can also be employed in a number of 

analytical evaluations. 

 Vicente (1990) has noted the value of analytical methods in interface evaluation.  

While comparatively less common than empirical evaluation in the human factors 

community, analytical evaluation has the advantage of affording the opportunity to evaluate a 

different dimension of the human-machine interaction process.  Vicente (1990) lists the 

dimensions of evaluation for human-machine interaction: 

•  Effectiveness: How well the interface supports achievement of the design objectives. 

•  Understandability: How meaningful the information communicated to operators is. 

•  Compatibility: How well the interface respects the limits of the  sensorimotor capabilities 

of the operator. 

Traditionally, interface evaluation has focussed on the latter two of these dimensions.  These 

dimensions are better addressed by empirical methods.  In this thesis, the dimension of 

effectiveness is of primary concern.  For that dimension, analytical evaluation techniques are 

preferred and, thus, employed here. 

 Two analytical evaluations are discussed below.  First, a review of the model 

equations was conducted to determine how well the content of the AH matches the content of 
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the simulation.  Second, an attempt has been made to determine what process variables are 

measured or derived in existing FCCUs.  Each of these analyses will be addressed in turn. 

Process Variables In The McFarlane Model 

 The purpose of the first analysis is to establish how well the AH covers the objectives 

of the McFarlane simulation.  This was accomplished by cross-checking a list of the 205 

variables employed in the simulation against the AH representation.  Each model variable 

was tagged as to whether or not it was explicitly included in a node in the AH.  If it was, then 

the cell of the AH in which that variable appeared was identified.  (The model equation 

number that defined the relationship between that variable and other model variables was 

also listed.)  The results of this analysis have been tabulated and included in Appendix A. 

 97 of the 205 variables (47%) in the McFarlane et al. simulation were placed in the 

AH representation.  Those 97 variables are concentrated almost exclusively at the PFn-C and 

GF-C cells of the AH, although 5 of them appear a second time in the GF-U representation 

and 1 of them in the FP-S cell.  No variables were placed at the AF level.  It should be noted 

that having 6 variables appear twice in the AH does not suggest that the simulation designers 

were thinking at multiple levels of abstraction. 

 What happened to the 108 model variables which do not appear in the AH?  There are 

three general categories into which these varaibles fall.  First, 20 of the variables in the model 

describe the physical parameters of the plant (e.g., cross sectional areas of pipes and 

reservoirs).  These parameters would normally be included at the PFo level of abstraction.  

As we noted earlier, this level has not been described for the McFarlane et al. FCCU.  

However, when variables of this nature appear in the list, they are identified parenthetically 
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as PFo variables.  If these variables are included in the count, 117 of the 205 model variables 

(57%) can be placed in the AH. 

 The second category concerns the variables that describe the commodities in the 

process.  There are 22 commodities in the McFarlane FCCU.  If the only concern is the 

flowrates of these commodities, then placing them in the AH is easy.  However, these 

commodities frequently have characteristics that are not captured by the flow rates.  For 

example, knowing the rate at which feed is entering the riser is important, but it is also 

important to know the quality of that feed.  Knowing the flowrate of spent catalyst is crucial, 

but the amount of coke deposited on it is also something operators must know.  This sort of 

information has not been included in previous AHs simply because it has not been necessary.  

In petrochemical systems it is.  Variables which pertain to this sort of information have been 

included at the GF level (e.g., the coking factor associate with the gas oil flow).  However, 

variables which are constants (e.g., the heat capacity of air) are not included in AH 

representations.  18 variables that pertain to constants of commodities have been specifically 

identified in Appendix A by writing “comm” in the AH category. 

 The third category addresses the remainder of the model variables that do not appear 

in our AH and are not related to physical parameters or commodity constants.  Approximately 

60 were explicitly excluded because they refer to correction factors, global constants, base 

flowrates and temperature, and other variables that do not relate directly to functionality.  8 

variables are control system related and are not addressed by the AH analysis.  Finally, 

around 10 variables were not classified because they conflict with the terminology employed 

in the AH.  There are variables like velocity of catalyst in the lift pipe and the force of 

catalyst flow.  Most of these variables are structurally (but not computationally) redundant 
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with others that are already included in the model.  For example, the velocity of catalyst in 

the lift pipe is adequately addressed by the flowrate of spent catalyst (which is included in the 

AH).  However, for purposes of calculation, the simulation must include both variables. 

 Summary.  The first analytical evaluation has shown that all of the variables in the 

simulation either appear in the AH or do not appear because they fall into one of three 

categories of variables excluded for specific reasons.  There are no functional concepts in the 

McFarlane simulation that are not represented in the AH.  A large majority of the model 

variables which were placed in the AH appeared at the PFn and GF levels.  In large part this 

is due to the nature of the simulation.  There is no reason for AF level information to appear 

in the McFarlane model because it is not required for the simulation to perform its intended 

function.   

Sensed And Derived Variables In Existing FCCUs: A Survey 

 To determine what information is currently and potentially available to process 

operators in the petrochemical domain, an informal survey of process engineers familiar with 

the operation of FCCUs was conducted.  A copy of the survey materials and a categorisation 

of the responses is included in Appendix B.  Unfortunately, the response to this survey was 

sparse, yielding only three completed surveys.  Nevertheless, some preliminary observations 

given the available responses are discussed. 

 Respondents were asked to use the plant control room with which they were most 

familiar to categorise 109 variables from the McFarlane et al. model FCCU in terms of their 

availability to process operators.  The full set of 205 variables was pared down to reduce the 
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amount of time required to complete the questionnaire.  The participants employed the 

following five categories of information availability: 

•  Measured (sensed) presently [measured]. 

•  Derived from current measurements (sensors) [derived]. 

•  Not presently measured, but could be measured if new (current technology) sensors were 

added [measurable]. 

•  Not presently measured or derived, but could be derived if new (current technology) 

sensors were added [derivable]. 

•  Cannot be measured or derived due to limitations in sensor technology. 

 Although the three respondents were considering different plants, they agreed on the 

exact classification of 84 (77%) of the 109 vars.  In only 9 cases did one respondent classify a 

variable as incapable of being measured or derived while another claimed otherwise (4 of 

which referred to molar ratios of gasses).  In all other cases, differences in categorisation 

could most likely be attributed to differences between individual plants.  This high rate of 

inter-respondent agreement suggests that a degree of information equity exists between plants 

of present FCCUs. 

 Of the 109 variables included in the survey, 69 (63%) appear in the AH representation 

of the McFarlane et al. FCCU.  Of those 69 variables, two respondents rated all 69 as either 

being measured or derived in their plant.  The other respondent indicated 60 of 69 were 

measured or derived in his plant. The balance, 9 variables, were rated as either measurable or 

derivable. Thus, a very large proportion (87 - 100%) of the variables in the survey which also 

appear in the AH are already available to operators.  However, there are hundreds of other 
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functions in the AF level of abstraction that were not included in the survey.  Our respondents 

were not queried as to the categorisation of these mass and energy variables. 

 Limitations.  There are two limitations to the survey discussed here.  First, one 

important question was not included in the survey; whether or not the measured and derived 

variables are made available to the operator in existing interfaces.  Technical capability to 

sense and derive variables is not the same thing as actually making such information 

available to the operator.  The author would advocate including this question in future 

surveys or assessments of information availability.  Second, the respondents were not queried 

as to the treatment of mass and energy variables in their plants.  The reasons for this omission 

is that the survey was based on the McFarlane model which does not include AF level 

information.  Introducing these variables without being able to explain the rationale to the 

respondents may well have caused undue confusion.  The author had no direct contact with 

the persons completing the survey because they were distributed to process engineers through 

industry contacts.  Because of the remote nature of the survey method, the decision was made 

to eliminate this potential source of confounding.  

Conclusions And Implications 

 What implications do these two brief analyses have for the design of an integrated 

operator information system?  First, in order to support an ecological interface, the 

McFarlane simulation would have to be supplemented with additional equations to derive the 

AF level information.  Laboratory research has demonstrated that the availability of 

functional information (such as that contained in the GF and AF levels) can have a 

substantial impact on the operator’s ability to detect and diagnose faults (Vicente, 1997).  
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While the GF-C cell is fairly well represented in the model equations, the AF level is wholly 

absent.  Interfaces including this higher level information could not be created unless the 

derivations of those variables were added to the simulation.   

 A second implication is that the concentration of physical and functional information 

at the Component level of aggregation only supports the familiar single sensor, single 

indicator (Goodstein, 1981) style of information presentation.  Although the tendency in this 

thesis is to focus on abstraction, both dimensions of hierarchy (i.e., abstraction and 

aggregation) can reduce the complexity of information facing the trouble-shooter.  Whereas 

the abstraction dimension directs a user to functional relationships among variables, the 

aggregation dimension shows how information load can be reduced by grouping variables in 

terms of their part/whole relations.  Taking advantage of the aggregation dimension 

necessitates additional derivation as would inclusion of first principles information.   

Summary 

 The AH for the McFarlane FCCU made two analytical evaluations that reveals an 

opportunity for improving the set of information provided to operators of FCCUs.  Taking 

full advantage of that opportunity will require the attention of instrumentation and process 

engineers.  If it assumed that information about more abstract and aggregated functions can 

be derived, then the design of an interface to convey that information to process operators can 

be undertaken.  In the following chapter, a prototype ecological interface for the McFarlane 

FCCU is presented which does just that.
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CHAPTER 4:  PROTOTYPE ECOLOGICAL INTERFACE FOR THE MCFARLANE 

FCCU 

Objects should be arranged according to circumstance.  Let some talent be 

exercised in placing these little things, so that when the visitor comes in he 

sees them and realizes nothing has been left to chance, and that each piece has 

deep significance...  What matter if one thing is a bit too far to the left or the 

right as long as the whole is harmonious? 

        Li Yu 

 

 The McFarlane FCCU AH described in Chapter 2 specifies the content and structure 

of the information that must appear in an operator interface.  Creating an ecological interface 

requires mapping those requirements onto visual forms.  The process of translating 

information requirements into interface forms that can be perceived by operators1 is called 

semantic mapping.  While human factors researchers have made modest inroads towards 

bridging the gap between the information requirements and the visual form, the semantic 

mapping task remains, to a large degree, a matter of artistic insight.  Moreover, there does not 

appear to be any forthcoming revelation in the science of human factors which promises to 

systematise this task.  It is possible, however, to take advantage of previous designs and some 

existing design principles to assist in this mapping task.  

 If the development of the form is open to interpretation and insight, the reader should 

appreciate that the message is not.  The systems analyst has determined what the message is 

                                                           
1 To date, only the use of visual forms has been explored in the context of EID.  However, 

there is no reason to suspect that the principles of EID could not be extended to auditory or 

haptic interfaces. 
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to be before the semantic mapping begins.  In the case of EID, the AH specifies in advance 

the content and structure of the information (i.e., the message) to be conveyed to the operator.  

In this chapter, a prototype ecological interface for the McFarlane FCCU is presented.  

Chapter 2 established the messages which must be conveyed by that interface and EID 

provides guidance for how the designer can assist the user in understanding those messages. 

 Recall from Chapter 1 that the goal of EID is to provide support for three levels of 

cognitive control without forcing control to the higher levels (Vicente and Rasmussen, 1992).  

Three design principles were put forth to show how the designer could support each of those 

levels in an ecological interface.  

1. In order to support skill-based behaviour (SBB), the operator should be able to act 

directly on the interface.  Higher level information should be organised as an aggregation 

of lower level information in order to support the part-whole structure of perceptual-

motor performance. 

2. In order to support rule-based behaviour (RBB), the interface should provide a consistent 

one-to-one mapping between the work domain constraints and the interface cues. 

3. In order to support knowledge-based behaviour (KBB), the interface should represent the 

work domain in the form of an abstraction hierarchy to serve as an externalised mental 

model that will support problem solving. 

In order to claim that the interface prototype to be introduced in this chapter is an ecological 

interface, these three principles must be observed.  If they can be applied to convey the 

message spelled out in the AH, then the prototype will constitute a proof of concept of the 

application of EID to petrochemical processing. 
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Platform 

 The interface prototype was created using Visio Technical 5.0, a rapid prototyping 

software tool.  Visio was selected for three main reasons.  First, Visio does not require any 

programming experience of the user.  Although drawings created in Visio can be converted 

into Visual BASIC (VB) code, a knowledge of how this code is constructed is not necessary.  

Second, because Visio drawings can be expressed in VB, they can be connected to an 

external database so that drawing shapes reflect and communicate database values.  This 

provides an opportunity for expanding the functionality of the interface prototype by 

connecting it to the McFarlane simulation, a task that is beyond the scope of this thesis.  

Implications for such extensions are discussed in the next chapter.  Third, and finally, Visio 

drawings can be readily converted into HTML documents for publication on the WWW.  

Although this does not contribute directly to the research discussed here, it does provide an 

important opportunity to share the results with a wide variety of people. 

 A Pentium II, 233 MHz processor and a 17” colour monitor with 1024x768 resolution 

comprised the hardware.  Visio 5.0 requires Windows 95 or Windows NT 4.0 as an operating 

system.  Windows 95 was employed in this case. 

Terminology 

 Before undertaking a description of the prototype ecological interface for the 

McFarlane FCCU, some terminology must be established.  There are two categories of terms 

which are relevant for this discussion.  The first category deals with terms that describe the 

organization of the space allocated to the interface.  The second category identifies the 

various types of semantic mapping. 
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 Woods (in preparation) has established terminology for describing the arrangement of 

the visual forms in the space allocated to the interface.  Three important terms employed 

repeatedly in the following description are: 

1. Viewport: Any screen real estate where a process view can appear.  The number of 

viewports limits the number of process views which can appear in parallel. 

2. Process View: A coherent unit of representation of a portion of the underlying process 

which can be displayed in a viewport. 

3. Workspace: The set of viewports and classes of process views that can be seen in parallel 

or in sequence. 

 Woods (in preparation) has also identified three types of semantic mapping.  These 

are techniques by which visual tokens in the process views refer to aspects of the underlying 

process (i.e., referents). 

1. Iconic reference: A token which looks like or resembles the referent (e.g., icons). 

2. Propositional referent: An arbitrary mapping between token and referent (e.g., digital 

values). 

3. Analogical referent: A token that exhibits structure and behaviour which are related to the 

structure and behaviour of the referent (e.g., a map). 

An appreciation of these terms is necessary for understanding the discussion to follow. 

Workspace And Process View Descriptions 

 Figure 17 presents a workspace overview of the McFarlane FCCU prototype EID.  

The workspace is divided into eight viewports which will be described in detail in the 
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following paragraphs.  The shapes and sizes of these viewports are fixed within the 

workspace defined.  However, the particular process view that appears in the viewport can  
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Figure 17: Workspace overview of the McFarlane FCCU prototype EID. 

change.  Although the choice of process view is constrained by the availability of viewports, 

there are some degrees of freedom that remain open to the operator in terms of what 

information is presented at any given time.  This management task is imposed on the operator 

because the mutually constraining design of process views and available workspace has 

yielded a set of process views which exceeds the available viewport real estate.  In other 

words, the competition between the desire to create views that detail the complexity of the 

plant and the limitations of a finite screen size result in a set of process views which do not 
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all fit on the screen simultaneously. Therefore the user has to choose which ones she will be 

able to see at any given time.  This familiar characteristic of interface design for complex 

systems has been dubbed the ‘keyhole effect’ (Woods,1984).  Each viewport will be 

described in turn, along with details of the process views that can appear in that viewport. 

 From the AH to the interface.  As was stated above, designing an interface involves 

mapping the work domain constraints specified by the AH to visual forms in the process 

views.  In order to make explicit how this mapping has been performed, a modified version 

of the workspace overview has been created and is shown in Figure 18.  This view consists of 

the viewport layout shown in Figure 17 supplemented by an iconic representation of the 

McFarlane FCCU AH (see Figure 6) for each of the process views which can appear in that 

viewport.  The icons show which cells of the AH are represented by each process view and  
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Figure 18: Mapping the AH to the ecological interface. 

where they appear in the workspace.  For example, the Paulsen displays (described below) 

which appear in Viewport 1 in the upper, left-hand corner of the interface are comprised of 

information solely from the GF-U cell of the AH. 

 The reader may note that most of the 6 cells in the McFarlane AH are represented by 

more than one process view.  Other designers of ecological interfaces have elected to parse 

their interfaces by the cells employed in their AH (see Reising and Sanderson, in press, for an 

example).  The process views to be discussed below integrate information from multiple cells 

of the AH into single views.  While this design approach has the disadvantage of making it 
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difficult to convey the mapping between AH and interface, it has the advantage of placing the 

physical and functional relationships in close proximity with one another. 

 Workspace overview.  Figure 19 shows a full screen view of the prototype ecological 

interface that has been developed for the McFarlane FCCU.  The process views are laid out in 

the workspace roughly to correspond with iconic plant representations in two overview 

displays described below.  Thus, the two air supply units are situated to the left (viewports 2 

and 3) and the feed and feed preheat units to the right (viewport 8).  The wet gas output unit 

occupies viewport 7 in the upper-right corner and the middle of the interface is reserved for 

conveying the strong interactions between the reactor and regenerator units (viewports 5 and 

6).  This spatial consistency between process view location and the appearance of the iconic 

representations in the overview displays is intended to support the operator in the navigation 

task. 

 Viewport 1: Paulsen overview displays.  Viewport 1 in the upper left corner of the 

workspace contains a Paulsen (1992) overview display of either pressure or temperature 

relationships.  That is, the operator has a choice between viewing the Paulsen temperature 
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Figure 19: Full screen view of the prototype ecological interface for the McFarlane FCCU. 
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Figure 20: The Paulsen temperature process view. 

process view (see Figure 20) or the Paulsen pressure process view (see Figure 21).  Each of 

these views is comprised of a spatial layout of the process components along the horizontal 

axis and the parameter of interest (pressure or temperature) along the vertical axis.  The 

horizontal axis is supplemented by iconic representations of the plant components to help the 

user place the variables in a spatial context.  Also visible on both Paulsen displays are 

constraints imposed by physical or relational limitations.  For example, the temperature of the 

furnace (T3) must remain below 1350 F in order to prevent physical damage to the furnace 

walls.  This constraint is conveyed in the Paulsen temperature view (Figure 20) by  
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Figure 21: The Paulsen pressure process view. 

the red arrow and horizontal line intended to suggest an upper limit to the viewer.  Similarly, 

on the Paulsen pressure process view (Figure 21), the pressure in the regenerator must stay 

within the range of +2 to -5 psia relative to the reactor in order to maintain catalyst flow 

between the vessels.  To convey this constraint, a relative scale has been fixed to the reactor 

value (P6) on the process view and a horizontal line extended from the regenerator value (P4) 

marks a point on that scale denoting the differential pressure.2 

                                                           
2 The diagonal lines on the vertical axis are not visible in the actual interface.  They are an 

anomaly of the graphics conversion required to insert the figures into text. 
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 Viewports 2 and 3: Air supply unit views and valve detail displays.  Viewports 2 and 

3 are located at middle-left and lower-left in the workspace (see Figure 17).  The two 

viewports are the same size and can display many of the same process views.  Their primary 

function is to communicate information about the performance of the two air blowers.  The 

Lift Air Blower (LAB) process view can only appear in viewport 2 (see Figure 22) and the 

Combustion Air Blower (CAB) process view can only appear in viewport 3 (see Figure 23).  

The position of these process views is constrained to maintain the spatial mapping between 

the iconic representations in the Paulsen process views and the Mass Data Display (below).  

In these two iconic representations, the LAB always appears above the CAB.  Allowing either 

view to appear in either port could lead to confusion because the process views are quite 

similar.  To prevent this sort of confusion, the placement of the LAB in viewport 3 or the 

CAB in viewport 2 is prohibited. 

 The LAB and CAB provide an opportunity for the operator to act directly on the 

interface by using a mouse to slide the valve setting triangles up and down the scale.  In 

addition, an operator can click on any one of the valve representations to acquire a more 

detailed specification of that valve’s operation (see below).  In the LAB process view, the 

operator can also manipulate the Vlift valve which regulates the flow of air through the lift air 

blower.  This valve is situated on the left horizontal arm of the polar start display (Coekin, 

1969).  These valve setting indicators are examples of support for SBB in the interface.  

Rather than entering in setpoints using a keyboard (a common practice in existing mimic 

displays), the operator can use the mouse to position the setting triangle at the desired 

location. 

 The two air blowers provide air to the regenerator for combustion and to the catalyst 
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Figure 22: The lift air blower process view. 

circulation unit to facilitate catalyst flow.  The iconic representations of the regenerator and 

lift pipe in the LAB and CAB process (visible in the lower, right of both figures) views are 

designed to help the operator trace the flow of air through the components.  Whereas the 

functional difference between the flows to the regenerator and the lift pipe is treated 

elsewhere, the iconic representations of the components help place the functions of the LAB 

and CAB in context locally. 
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 Although the operator has the option of accessing detailed information about any 

valve (see discussion below), there are valve representations on the LAB (see Figure 22) and 

CAB (see Figure 23) views.  These graphics employ a lens or shutters metaphor to relate the 
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Figure 23: The combustion air blower process view. 

valve setting to the resultant flow.  The shape of the lens between the setting scale and the 

flow scale is intended to model a non-linear valve (see two examples in Figure 23) while the 

shutters convey the relationship expected of a linear valve (see two examples in Figure 22).  

A ray projected from the valve setting scale at the elevation of the setting triangle will reflect 

through the lens or shutters and be projected on the flow scale.  In addition, either type of 

valve interacts with pressure differential to yield resultant flow.  The valve representations 
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convey this by shifting the lens and shutters left and right.  This shift affects the amount of 

distance that the reflected ray has to travel to reach the flow scale.  A longer distance (high 

pressure differential) will result in more deflection, whereas a shorter distance will have little 

impact on the deflection.  The determination of the placement of the lens or shutters is 

supported by propositional (i.e., text) specifications of the upsteam and downstream pressures 

relative to the valve. 

 The valve forms which appear on the LAB and CAB do not convey all of the relevant 

information about the valves.  They have been simplified and condensed to save space in the 

interface.  Operators can obtain detailed information about each valve by clicking on the 

given valve icon.  If the valve is linear, a process view similar to that shown in Figure 24 will 

appear in the opposite viewport (i.e., viewport 3 for a valve in the LAB, viewport 2 for a 
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valve in the CAB).  If the valve is non-linear, a process view similar to the one shown in 
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Figure 24: Valve detail process view for a linear valve. 
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Figure 25: Valve detail process view for a non-linear valve. 

Figure 25 will appear.  Each of these graphics employs a more detailed three axis 

representation of the valve’s performance.  The form shows explicitly how the valve setting 

relates to the percentage of flow, given the valve characteristic curve (graphed in the plane 

orthogonal to the page).  Note that the valve characteristic curve is linear in Figure 24 and 

non-linear in Figure 25.  This relationship helps to explain why the same setting on two 

different valves might yield different flows.  Also included in these detailed valve forms is 

the influence of pressure differential across the valve.  A larger root pressure differential will 

yield greater flow.  This relationship is conveyed using a pivoting reflecting bar fixed at the 
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vertex of the axes and the quarter-circle scale in the plane of the page.  The angle of the bar 

relative to the horizontal (i.e., projected flow) axis is determined by the square root of the 

measured pressure differential.  The reflected line falls on a scale indicating the expected 

flow rate given the valve setting, the valve characteristic, and the measured pressure 

differential.  This expected value (shown by the arrow descending from the pivoting 

reflecting bar to the horizontal axis) is compared to the measured value of the flow (indicated 

by the position of the bar in the horizontal flow scale).  Any discrepancies between the 

predicted and measured flow rates are now capable of being perceived by the operator.  As 

with the valve representations in the CAB and LAB, the operator can act directly on the valve 

setting triangles in Figures 24 and 25.  Sliding the triangle will result in the line extending 

from the % open axis moving to the same value.  That line will reflect off of the valve 

characteristic curve, be redirected in the plane of the page at the % flow line, reflect off of the 

pivoting bar, and provide a projection of where the flow will be when the valve reaches 

equilibrium again. 

 Under normal operating conditions, the detailed valve graphics described above are 

probably not required for supervisory control.  However, the specification of the relationships 

which govern that valve’s performance should be shown in a form which supports fault 

diagnosis when abnormal situations arise.  While the graphics which appear in the LAB and 

CAB process views are designed to make abnormalities visible, they rely, in part, on 

propositional referents which necessitate computation on the part of the operator.  Graphics 

which can depict the functional relationships at work without necessitating computation can 

better support the problem solving task.  The analogical referents in the valve detail displays, 

while visually complex, convey these relationships without  requiring computation.   
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 The valve detail views are supplemented by iconic representations (located below the 

flow scales) of the components which are spatially proximal to the valve in question.  For 

example, in Figure 25 the valve V7 which is being shown in detail is situated between the 

CAB and an exhaust to the atmosphere.  By placing an iconic representation of these 

components in the detailed process view, the designer has provided a referent to assist the 

operator in maintaining an appreciation of the context in which the component is functionally 

active. 

 Another process view that can appear in viewports 2 and 3 is the Air Supply 

Combined Unit process view (see Figure 26).  This view provides an aggregated form of the  
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Figure 26: Air supply combined unit process view. 
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LAB and CAB process views.  In other words, this process view conveys the Unit level 

relationships of the Lift Air Supply Unit and the Combustion Air Supply Unit (see Figure 

12).  This aggregated display allows the operator to maintain an awareness of the state of the 

two air supply units while opening up a viewport to display other information.  However, at 

this aggregated level, the operator cannot act directly on the display.  To do so, he must 

access the valve setting triangles on the LAB or CAB directly.  The air supply combined unit 

process view includes iconic representations of the two air blowers, flow meters for airflow 

into the regenerator, and an iconic representation of the regenerator to convey where the 

airflows are connected to their downstream neighbour. 

 Viewport 4: The Mass Data Display.  The Mass Data Display (MDD) concept was 

introduced by Beuthel et al. (1995) and shows promise for serving as an effective overview 

display.  An MDD process view has been created for the McFarlane prototype EID (see 

Figure 27) and is located in a dedicated viewport in the top-centre of the workspace (viewport 

4).  The MDD is given this prime location because it allows the operator tomaintain a broad 

overview of the complete plant.  Moreover, the MDD accomplishes this in a very small 

amount of space. 

 

Figure 27: The Mass Data Display process view. 
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 Each function and equipment state in the AH has been mapped to a single-line display 

in the MDD.  These lines are grouped by unit and displayed in iconic representations of each 

unit.  When the value of the function or state which is associated with a line is in a normal 

range, the line remains horizontal.  However, as the value of that function or state strays from 

a normal range, the line rotates to the left.  Although this rotation cannot convey precise 

quantitative information, it is very effective at showing deviations from the normal and 

relative magnitudes of those deviations.  Moreover, in each iconic field, process disturbances 

tend to appear as fields of non-parallel lines, a salient indicator of a potential problem.  As 

process disturbances propagate through a plant, the MDD can also allow operators to see 

where the disturbance originated and how it is affecting other regions by observing the 

propagation of off-horizontal lines (see the example below). 

 It should be emphasised that, in practice, the MDD must rely on a process model 

running in parallel with the process.  This model must be capable of calculating normal 

variable values for the suite of variable bars, given current settings and environmental 

influences. 

 The MDD is intended to be fully interactive.  Each of the variable bars is intended to 

serve as an active link to a more detailed representation elsewhere in the display.  A more 

detailed account of this feature will be given in the section on navigation. 

 Viewports 5 and 6: Balance displays.  The two viewports in the middle-centre and 

bottom-centre of the workspace are reserved for crucial balance information.  The two views 

that can appear here are the Carbon Balance View (see Figure 28) and the Catalyst Balance 

View (see Figure 29).  The Carbon Balance View details the critical regenerator function of 

burning coke off of the spent catalyst.  The supply of air (aggregated from the LAB and  
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Figure 28: The carbon balance process view. 

CAB) is related to the inventory of catalyst in the regenerator and the concentrations of coke 

on the spent and regenerated catalyst.  At the top, left of Figure 28 is the aggregated airflow 

meter.  When placed next to the CAB and LAB this meter helps relate the functions of the air 

blowers to the carbon balance.  Immediately next, but not connected, to the aggregated 

airflow meter is the graphic for the stack gas control valve.  These two graphics are placed 

close together so that the operator can compare the flow rates of air into and out of the 
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regenerator.  A discrepancy between them will result in a change in pressure in the 

regenerator. 

 The iconic referent for the regenerator vessel is situated to the right of Figure 28.  It 

contains a balance graphic first introduced by Vicente and Rasmussen (1990).  Stacked bars 

at the top of the balance graphic denote incoming flow of mass (in this case coke).  Stacked 

bars at the bottom of the graphic denote mass outflow.  In between these stacked bars is a 

rectangle which increases in size to denote increasing mass inventory contained in the vessel 

(in this case the regenerator).  A line is drawn from the end of the stacked inflow bars to the 

end of the stacked outflow bars.  The line depicts the emergent relationship of mass level 

gradient in the vessel.  Taken as a whole, the graphic reflects a funnel metaphor.  When the 

inflow of mass exceeds the outflow the line is positively sloped and provides a visual cue that 

suggests that mass inventory is increasing.  When the outflow exceeds the inflow the top of 

the funnel is larger than the bottom and mass inventory should be decreasing.  This balance 

graphic is employed multiple times in the interface for both mass and energy relationships.  

In each case its behaviour is identical although the number of component  

inflows and outflows may be different. 

 The balance graphic in the Carbon Balance View is used to show the inventory of 

carbon in the regenerator (see Figure 28).  Carbon flows into the regenerator on spent catalyst 

from the reactor.  Following the combustion reaction in the regenerator, a majority of the 

carbon leaves the regenerator as stack gas.  However, depending on the extent of combustion, 

some carbon may remain entrained in the regenerated catalyst as it is transported back to the 

riser.  The two mass outflows are distinguised by color; yellow for the stack gas (which 

matches the airflow) and maroon for catalyst (which is employed in the Catalyst Balance 
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View described below).  The relationship between these flows results in a carbon level 

gradient which is conveyed by the line connecting the endpoints of the stacked flow bars. 

In the Carbon Balance View the operator has the ability to manipulate the flue gas 

valve (V14) which directly affects the pressure in the regenerator vessel.  The appearance and 

function of this graphic is identical to that described for the CAB and LAB above.  Also 

included in this process view are spatial temperature and gas concentration profiles.  The 

profiles appear in four iconic representations of the regenerator  located at the bottom of the 

process view next to the large regenerator icon.  These plots are intended to allow the 

operator to perceive the profiles of these parameters in the regenerator.  A visualisation of 

these profiles can assist the operator in understanding the progress of the chemical reactions 

that take place in the regenerator. 

 The carbon balance process view in Figure 28 includes displays of the concentration 

of carbon monoxide and oxygen in the regenerator stack gas.  These are located between the 

regenerator and stack gas valve graphic at the top of Figure 28.  Environmental concerns 

place constraints on the allowable levels of CO concentration.  This constraint is conveyed by 

a red line across the CO concentration scale to help the operator perceive the relative safety 

margin along this dimension. 

The Catalyst Balance View (see Figure 29) is an analogical representation of the 

catalyst cycle in the FCCU.  This view allows the operator to perceive where the catalyst is 

concentrated in the plant and how effectively it is being transported between the reactor and 

the regenerator.  In addition, this display conveys the energy relations between these two 

vessels.  Recall from Chapter 1 that the catalyst serves the critical function of transporting  
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Figure 29: The catalyst balance process view. 

energy from the reactor to the regenerator to support heating, phase transition, and reacting of 

the feed.  Note that the operator has no capacity for acting directly on this process view 

because the manipulations must be done on valves in other units.  However, colour coding 

and connecting lines have been employed to convey the relationships to those other units to 

the operator. 
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 Four balance graphics are employed in the Catalyst Balance process view; two for the 

mass and energy inventories in the regenerator and two for the mass and energy inventories in 

the reactor.  The relationship between the inventory of mass and energy in the regenerator 

vessel (the top two balance graphics in Figure 29) is shown to dictate the vessel temperature.  

The mass level on the left side of the process view determines the slope of the rotating bar 

(fixed to a scale placed between the balance graphics) which reflects an incident beam 

determined by the energy level to the right.  The reflected beam falls on the scale to denote a 

predicted temperature value in the vessel.  A temperature bar shows the measured regenerator 

temperature, allowing the operator to compare the measured and predicted values.  A 

physical constraint on the temperature in the regenerator is also depicted by a red line on the 

temperature scale between the two balance graphics. 

 The model equations for the reactor temperature suggest a different relationship from 

that shown by the regenerator.  The temperature is treated as a product of the energy inflows 

and outflows, independent of the mass inventory in the vessel.  The result of this 

simplification is a less coupled graphic for the regenerator mass and energy functions.  The 

two balance graphics for reactor mass and energy (the lower pair in Figure 29) do not have a 

rotating reflecting bar.  Each of these functions is still important, but their relationship does 

not determine the temperature in the riser. 

 The energy balance graphics at the right of Figure 29 are supplemented by lines to 

compare specific sources and sinks of energy.  The energy leaving the reactor on spent 

catalyst should equal the contribution of energy on spent catalyst entering the regenerator.  If 

these flows are indeed equal, a line connecting the partial contribution (the leftmost bar in the 

stacked bar graph) will be vertical.  Any discrepancy between these flows constitutes a 
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constraint violation that the operator should investigate.  A similar line connects the outflow 

of energy due to catalyst from the regenerator to the inflow to the reactor. 

The Catalyst Balance process view also provides information relating to the force 

balance on the catalyst in the two U-bend lines.  A free-body diagram is employed to specify 

the forces acting on each mass and the resultant flow of regenerated catalyst into the reactor 

and spent catalyst into the regenerator.  The relative magnitude of mass for each flow is 

represented by a box located on top of the reactor and regenerator mass balance graphics.  

The boxes are divided according to the two mass contributions and arrows are drawn to 

represent forces acting on them.  Following the free-body diagram metaphor, if the forces on 

one side of the box exceed those on the other, the box will move with the greater force.  An 

arrow extending down from the box points to the predicted mass flow associated with that 

mass/force combination.  The operator can compare the predicted value to a measured value 

depicted by the mass inflow bar. 

 Viewports 5 and 6 can also serve to present valve detail displays for the process view 

in viewport 7.  This is necessary to prevent operators from having to look from viewports 7 

and 8 to 2 and 3 in order to get detailed information on valves in the right hand process 

views.  These valve details are identical to those described above. 

 Viewport 7: Wet gas output unit view.  The upper-right hand corner of the workspace 

is occupied by the wet gas compressor (WGC) process view (see Figure 30).  The viewport is 

dedicated to the WGC for a number of reasons.  First, within the WGC process view lies the 

sole representation of the plant’s FP level of abstraction.  The wet gas flow to the VRU (F11) 

allows the operator to ascertain whether or not he is meeting his production goals  
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Figure 30: The wet gas output unit process view. 

(which are not specified by the simulation).  Second, the WGC view bears a strong 

resemblance to the LAB and CAB process views.  Fixing the WGC process view in viewport 

7 at all times helps to maintain the spatial arrangement of units suggested by the MDD and 

Paulsen process views.  This consistency in spatial arrangement should prevent the operator 

from confusing the three similar process views. 
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 Included in the WGC process view are three valves, two linear and one non-linear.  

The valve in the lower portion of the figure regulates flow of wet gas product through the 

constant speed gas compressor.  An anti-surge bypass valve is depicted in the upper, right 

hand portion of Figure 30 and a flare valve is depicted as well.  Valves in the WGC process 

view can be shown in detail in viewports 5 and 6.  As with the LAB and CAB views, the 

operator can click on the valve icon with the mouse and receive detailed information on the 

functional relationships which govern that valve.  An iconic representation of the fractionator 

appears in the lower, left hand corner with a propositional referent for its pressure.  The 

fractionator serves no other function in the simulation so its representation is highly 

simplified. 

 Included in each of the LAB, CAB, and WGC process views is a polar star display 

(Coekin, 1969) for the compressor operating variables.  The polar star configuration was 

selected for two reasons.  First, air compressors demonstrate tight local coupling between a 

set of variables and a relatively unidimensional impact (gas flow rate) on neighbouring 

components.  The polar star allows for a representation of that coupling by connecting 

normalised values of those local parameters.  Second, the relative size of the emergent 

octagon conveys a perceptual cue as to the volume of gas that is being moved by the 

compressor.  It should be emphasised that a polar star display relies on some sort of 

computational logic not described here.  This logic must perform the normalisation 

calculations for the 8 dimensions of the octagon.  When the measured variable values deviate 

from the expected, the connecting lines will no longer form a regular octagon.  This 

disfiguring of the display allows the operator to rely on his perceptual skills to alert him to 

abnormal situation. 
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 Viewport 8: Feed input, feed preheat, and reactor unit views.  The feed input, feed 

preheat, and reactor units have been integrated into one process view because they are closely 

coupled.  This combined process view is fixed to viewport 8 in the lower, right hand corner 

of the display, primarily on account of its size.  The four feed flows are represented along the 

right hand side of the view.  In addition, their flow paths relative to the pre-heat furnace are 

also depicted.  Recall from the description of the McFarlane simulation that the valves in the 

feed input unit are not as detailed as the other valves in the other units.  Therefore, their 

representations are simpler.  This point will be addressed in detail in the next chapter. 

 The furnace itself is presented as an analogical referent to support an understanding of 

how the manipulation of feed flows and fuel gas combine to yield temperature of feed 

entering the reactor riser.  An energy balance graphic is employed to relate how energy 

released from fuel gas combustion is either transferred to the feed or lost to the environment.  

That portion which is transferred to the feed results in a temperature increase across the 

heater.  The dynamics of this relationship are shown by a pivoting reflecting arm fixed on the 

inflow meter whose angle is dictated by the rate of feed flow.  A line is extended down from 

the end of the energy outflow bar that depicts energy transferred to the feed.  This line reflects 

off the reflecting bar and falls on a scale which indicates temperature change across the 

heater.  This amount is added to the temperature of the incoming feed and displayed on a tall 

temperature scale to the left of the balance graphic. 

 Another primary area of interest in this combined view is the effect of feed type and 

quality on coke production in the riser.  A scale for the coking factor is included and the 

various feeds are categorised in terms of their contribution to it.  This scale is located above 
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Figure 31: Feed input, feed preheat, and reactor unit views. 
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the energy balance graphic and is connected to the four feed inflow lines.  The gas oil feed 

(over which the operator has no direct control) has a varying contribution to the coking factor 

whereas the other three feeds have constant coking factors.  On-line analysis of the gas oil is 

reflected by a quality meter which is situated next to the gas oil flow meter. 

 The reactor portion of this process view is fairly simple; a reflection of the model 

simplification in this area.  The iconic representation of this unit is located at the upper, left 

of Figure 31.  The interaction of feed quality, rate, and riser temperature combine to yield 

coke and wet gas production.  Each of these products is measured and a combined iconic and  

propositional representation conveys the manner in which these factors are related to the rest 

of the plant. 

 Summary.  The preceding descriptions of the process views have been an attempt to 

convey the appearance and functionality of the primary pieces of the interface.  However, it is 

very difficult to convey the full impression of these forms without viewing the whole artefact 

as it appears in the Visio software.  Therefore, the author recommends strongly that  

the reader consider viewing the interface in this form.  In the next section, a brief discussion 

of the support provided for navigation in this information space is provided. 

Navigation 

 Having fewer viewports than process views in an interface necessitates navigation by 

the operator.  While navigation is not a central issue in this thesis, other research on EID has 

empirically focused on the concern of navigation in large information spaces (Burns, in 

preparation).  Still, it is necessary to support the navigation activities required in the 
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prototype interface.  A brief description of the interface dynamics that have been 

implemented are described in this section. 

 The MDD serves as a central stepping-off point in the McFarlane EID prototype.  

Each of the small lines in this display are linked to detailed process views and augmented by 

attention directing cues.  For example, if an operator clicks on a line in the LAB section of 

the MDD, the interface calls up the LAB process view in viewport 2 (if it is not already 

visible).  Also, if the equipment state or function in question is related to a particular 

component not already displayed, a detail display will be brought up in one of the 

configurable viewports and highlighted to call attention to it.  This linking is equivalent to 

traversing the means-ends links identified by the work domain analysis.  It is envisioned that 

the particular function would be highlighted specifically for a period of a few seconds to 

assist the operator in focusing on the single point that is associated with the off-spec 

parameter. 

 As overview displays, the Paulsen pressure and temperature process views are also 

envisioned as central navigation tools.  The iconic representations included along the 

horizontal axis in those views are intended to help the operator place the pressure and 

temperature values in context.  In order to help maintain that context, the icons are also 

navigable.  Clicking on any one of them will link the operator to more detailed information 

about the functionality of the component, similar to the links employed by the MDD.  For 

example, if the operator observes that the pressure in the regenerator (P6) is rising towards 

the physical constraint of 40 psia, he can click on the regenerator icon at the bottom of the 

view (see Figure 21).  The interface responds by showing a pink box around the Carbon 
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Balance process view (Figure 28).  Also, the digital value of the pressure will be highlighted 

in the Carbon Balance view to help the operator understand where that variable is situated. 

 Iconic representations of many components are included in the various process views 

to help the user map functional relationships to spatial relationships.  That is to say, the 

process views are conveying primarily functional information.  Adding the icons can help the 

operator understand where in the plant those functions are being performed.  For example, 

the detailed valve views show precise functional constraints associated with the valve 

performance.  This functional information is supported by iconic representations that help the 

operator maintain an appreciation for the spatial context in which the component is acting. 

 The suite of information displays conceived for the McFarlane FCCU do not require 

an extensive amount of navigation.  A majority of the information that operators need to 

maintain supervisory control over the plant can be viewed without manipulating the process 

views.  However, navigation is a control task, the dynamics of which are not intended to be 

modelled by the AH.  In order to more fully support design of navigation tools, an analytical 

assessment of that task should be conducted. 

Revisiting the Design Principles 

 In Chapter 1, and again at the beginning of this chapter, three prescriptive design 

principles were laid out to show how three levels of cognitive control could be supported in 

an interface.  The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that those three levels have indeed 

been supported in the prototype interface for the McFarlane FCCU. 

 Skill-based behaviour.  There are two clear indicators that SBB has been supported in 

the prototype.  First, the operator takes action on the system by manipulating valves directly 
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with a mouse.  Thus, interaction via time-space signals is supported.  Second, navigation in 

the interface is supported by allowing the operators to click on objects in the interface and 

receive signals to direct their attention to information related to the objects clicked on.  This 

sort of direct navigation is evident in the Paulsen display icons, the MDD lines, and the valve 

icons which give way to the valve detail displays. 

 Rule-based behaviour.  All of the graphics in the interface serve to provide a 

consistent mapping between the work domain constraints identified in the AH and the forms 

in the interface.  Three types of mapping were discussed and multiple examples noted 

throughout the descriptions of the process views.  The most salient example of this is the 

discussion of valve representations.  The constraints which govern the valves in the feed 

input units and those elsewhere in the plant are different.  Thus, the visual forms which serve 

to map those constraints to the interface are also different. 

 Knowledge-based behaviour.  Many of the graphics in the interface convey the 

relational structure represented in the AH.  A good example of this can be seen in the heater 

graphic.  Here, the strong interactions between feed flow rate, fuel gas flow rate, and inlet and 

outlet temperatures are set forth.  This graphic serves as a veridical model of the heater in the 

interface.  As a result, the operator need not maintain this model in her head.  Rather, she can 

use the form to assist in problem solving activites. 

Limitations 

 While the interface presented here meets all of the requirements of an EID, there are 

some limitations that deserve mention.  The most salient of these is the small size of the text 

items on the interface.  The reason larger fonts were not used is that, as with many interfaces 
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for complex systems, real estate is at a premium in the prototype.  Making the text larger 

would require making other forms smaller or increase navigation requirements.  Thus, the 

designer faced a trade-off between readability of propositional referents and space available 

for iconic and analogical referents.  Iconic and analogical referents were given priority over 

propositional ones because an EID is intended to support skill- and rule-based behaviour.  

These lower levels of cognitive control are not well supported by propositional referents. 

 A second issue regards the use of colour.  Although colours were carefully selected, 

they were not chosen in a scientific manner exploiting existing research on saliency and 

contrast.  The decision not to use this material was simply that the added time and effort did 

not promise to affect the assessment of feasibility of applying EID to petrochemical systems.  

The contribution of EID lies in its ability to help make visible the invisible, not in deciding 

what colour the visible should be.  In the next chapter, the issue of EID benefiting from 

existing research on, and examples of, interface design is addressed. 

 These limitations are primarily cosmetic.  Teasing out more substantial limitations 

requires empirical testing, an issue discussed in detail in the concluding chapter.  There is, 

however, another technique for seeking out problems with the prototype; the use of test 

scenarios. 

Example: Partial Air Loss Scenario 

 The ecological interface described in this section was based upon an event-

independent analysis of the structural constraints which make up the work domain.  Unlike 

other interface design techniques, EID does not rely on a list of typical or anticipated events 

or faults to determine required information content.  However, such events can be examined 
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in terms of how they will manifest themselves in the interface.  This allows a heuristic 

evaluation of the interface.  In this final section of Chapter 4, a representative fault is 

examined from the perspective of the prototype EID.  In a sense, this exercise is a visual 

thought experiment.  That is, the appearance of the interface and the accompanying 

discussion is not based on a quantitative fault model.  Rather, a component failure is posited 

and qualitative effects on the plant (and, more importantly, the interface) are deduced. 

 The fault.  The root cause of the fault scenario to be discussed here is a shaft failure 

on the lube oil pump supplying the CAB.  The loss of oil pressure causes the compressor to 

trip automatically.  These instigating events take place outside of the system boundary 

considered by the McFarlane model.  The first event that can be modelled in the McFarlane 

simulation is the compressor deceleration.  From this stage, the progression of the fault will 

be discussed in parallel with a description of its appearance in the prototype interface.  Three 

snapshots of the workspace are provided (Figure 32, Figure 33, and Figure 34) to facilitate 

this discussion.  The first (Figure 32) shows the appearance of the interface immediately prior 

to the event and the second two show snapshots shortly after the event (Figure 33) and then a 

few minutes into it (Figure 34). 

 Before the fault.  Prior to the onset of the fault, both air blowers are operating near 

capacity.  This is apparent because the octagons in the two polar star displays for the air 

blowers in viewports 2 and 3 (see Figure 32) are near their high limits.  Also, the flow meters 

after each air blower are near their max.  The LAB (viewport 2) is directing approximately 

70% of its flow to the lift pipe and the balance to the regenerator bed.  The flow meters 

downstream from the air blowers show this division.  The CAB (viewport 4) is venting about 

20% of its flow to the atmosphere.  Feed flow into the plant is near maximum. The operator  
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Figure 32: The prototype interface for a normal steady state prior to component failure. 
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can see this because the feed flow meter below the heater graphic in viewport 8 (lower, right 

hand corner) shows that flow is near the red line limit.  The wet gas compressor (viewport 7; 

upper, right hand corner) is routing all of its flow directly to the vapour recovery unit.  

Neither the anti-surge valve nor the flare valve are open or show flow.  The catalyst mass 

balance (viewport 6; bottom, center) shows equal flows of mass and energy between the 

reactor and regenerator vessel.  The carbon balance (viewport 5; middle, center) shows a 

slight gradient toward increasing carbon levels in the regenerator, but nowhere near the 

process constraints.  The Paulsen display (viewport 1; upper, left) shows a normal pressure 

profile and the MDD (viewport 4; top, centre) is clear of abnormalities.  It is at this point that 

the drive shaft on the CAB fails. 

 The first few seconds.  The first indications of a change in plant state are visible in 

Figure 33.  In the CAB (viewport 3; lower, left), the decelerating compressor is operating 

normally, although it is gradually providing less and less air to the regenerator.  The result of 

this is that the polar star graphic remains proportional, yet has reduced in size.  The 

proportional shape indicates that, for the given measured process variables the air compressor 

is operating normally.  However, the small size of the octagon signals a reduction in air flow.  

This reduced flow is also clearly visible in the flow meters in the CAB process view. 

 The reduction of airflow to the regenerator has a rapid effect on the pressure in the 

regenerator.  Note how the Paulsen pressure display (viewport 1; upper, left) is reflecting that 

pressure loss by showing a lower value on the scale.  The lines connecting the neighbouring 

pressure values also change slope, calling attention to the abnormality.  The Paulsen display 

should call the operators attention to what threatens to be a serious situation, loss of catalyst 

circulation. 
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Figure 33: The prototype interface shortly after the onset of the fault. 
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 The loss of air to the regenerator is also having an effect on the carbon balance 

(viewport 5; middle, center).  With less oxygen the carbon build-up in this vessel is 

accelerating.  The increasing slope of the connecting line in the balance graphic conveys this 

trend.  The concentration of carbon monoxide in the stack gas in rising and approaching the 

level at which plant emissions will violate air quality control regulations.  The analyser 

meters in the top, center of the view show this.  The reduced combustion of carbon is also 

having an effect on the energy balance between in the reactor riser (viewport 6; bottom, 

center).  As the hot regenerated catalyst leaves the regenerator, the spent catalyst is not being 

heated up sufficiently to maintain regenerator temperature.  The temperature gradient (in the 

upper, right balance graphic in the view) shows the regenerator cooling. 

 The salient disturbance in the appearance of the MDD in the top-centre of the 

interface calls attention to the details in the CAB and Paulsen displays.  The bars associated 

with the variables in the CAB are off the horizontal, indicating an abnormal situation3.  Also, 

a few variables elsewhere in the MDD suggests an onset of propagating effects.  If the 

operator were attending solely to this process view, he would have an indication that a 

disturbance was under way and an indication of which unit is the source of the problem. 

 Minutes later.  A couple of minutes into the disturbance (see Figure 34) it is evident 

that steps have been taken to attempt to regain control of the FCCU.  The throttling valve on 

the left axis of the polar star in the LAB (viewport 2; left, middle) has been opened to its limit 

                                                           
3 Recall that the description of the MDD earlier specifies that its appearance must be 

governed by a plant model running in parallel with the plant.  Given the other variables in the 

system, this model is assumed to be capable of recognizing that the variables are out of 

normal bounds. 
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to gather as much air as possible from this blower.  The excess air not required for circulation 

is being routed to the regenerator bed by the spill air valve in the upper, right corner of the 

view.  However, this air blower does not have sufficient capacity to support circulation and 

regeneration.  The operator or automation has closed down the feed control valve in viewport 

8 (lower, right) to approximately 50% flow.  However, fuel oil flow to the furnace has not 

been decreased.  The lower flow rate of feed for the same energy generation is resulting in 

hotter feed entering the riser, promoting increased coke production.  These effects are 

conveyed by the furnace energy balance graphic within the heater icon in the lower, left hand 

corner of the view.  Moreover, because the operator or automation chose to manipulate the 

downstream feed valve (the one under the heater icon) instead of the upstream valves (at the 

right of the view), the proportion of the different feeds entering the  

heater has changed.  Proportionally less of the higher grade gas oil is entering the system 

relative to other feeds (as evidenced by the low flow rate on the second inflow meter from the 

bottom).  Thus, the coking factor, shown in the meter at the top, center of the process view, 

has risen to very high levels.  Consequently, carbon levels in the regenerator (see the meters 

in viewport 5; middle, center) are very high and the concentration of carbon monoxide in the 

stack gas is still dangerously close to the legal limits.  The increased airflow from the LAB is 

not sufficient to maintain coke combustion. 

 The reduction of feed flow also impacts the WGC (viewport 7; upper, right).  With 

less wet gas production, the operator needs to be concerned about the compressor (which is 

mapped onto the polar star graphic) going into surge.  Therefore, the anti-surge control valve 

in the upper, right of the view has been opened to allow a portion of the wet gas to cycle 
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Figure 34: The prototype interface several minutes after the fault event. 
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back to the compressor.  This is analogous to turning an airplane into the wind to increase 

lift. 

 Incident summary.  Clearly the operator of this FCCU has a large problem on his 

hands.  However, the ecological interface for the McFarlane FCCU is making the effects of 

the fault visible to the operator.  It also makes visible the effects of actions performed on the 

system.  Whether or not this additional information will assist the operator in compensating 

for the fault cannot be determined without empirical investigation, but the description 

provided here suggests that the interface is providing many visual indications to 

communicate the nature of the problem. 

Summary 

 In this chapter, the McFarlane FCCU EID has been described in some detail.  The 

organisation of the workspace, the appearance and functionality of the process views, details 

of the visual forms, and some points of interest regarding navigation have been discussed.  In 

addition, the response of the interface to a characteristic process disturbance has been 

demonstrated.  In the brief discussion following the description of the prototype interface, 

evidence was presented to show how the interface supports all three levels of cognitive 

control.  It allows the operator to act directly on the interface, it establishes one-to-one 

mappings between the constraints in the work domain and the visual forms in the interface, 

and it has been based on an AH to support problem solving in the face of unanticipated 

events.  Therefore it can be concluded that the prototype interface for the McFarlane FCCU is 

an ecological interface.  In the final chapter of this thesis, some implications are drawn from 
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the design experience and groundwork is laid for future research with the McFarlane FCCU 

EID. 
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CHAPTER 5:  CONCLUSIONS AND A LOOK FORWARD 

 This thesis has demonstrated that EID can be applied to the novel application domain 

of petrochemical processing.  This conclusion follows from the successful AH modelling of 

an FCCU which was presented in Chapter 2 and the development of a prototype interface 

presented in Chapter 4.  The work domain model specified the content and structure of 

information which needed to appear in the information support tool and the interface 

prototype comprised a visual form which conveys that information. 

 Undertaking a proof of principle for EID in the petrochemical domain was necessary 

because the domain presents new challenges to the framework.  Some of the obstacles 

encountered included dealing with chemical reactions, addressing the implications of 

compressible gasses, and handling more complicated component models than have been 

encountered in other applications.  This effort contributes to the growing corpus of EID 

applications and can serve as a guide to other analysts and designers considering the 

application of this framework to new application domains. 

 Although no validation or empirical testing has been undertaken, such activities are 

not necessary to draw the above conclusion.  EID is a process, not a product.  The fact that 

the AH could be meaningfully constructed in this domain and a visual form conceived to 

convey the necessary information constitutes a proof of concept.  It should be emphasised, 

however, that no claim is made regarding the quality or usability of the product interface.  

Such claims can only be made on the basis of thorough user testing which would presumably 

result in modifications and improvements to the visual form. 
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 This final chapter is divided into two parts.  First, some detailed conclusions 

regarding the application of EID to the petrochemical industry are discussed.  The aim is to 

add to the corpus of knowledge that Reising and Sanderson (1996) have pointed out is 

lacking with regards to applications of EID.  These conclusions are presented in four sections 

dealing with the implications of AH modelling, lessons learned from the interface design 

experience, training concerns, and projected challenges facing introduction of an EID to an 

operating plant.  Second, suggestions for future research to develop an integrated information 

support system for petrochemical processing applications are made. 

Implications 

 Each stage of the work presented in this thesis raised implications for the design of 

integrated information support for petrochemical process operators.  Since a majority of these 

implications were dealt with in the chapters in which they came to light, attention can now be 

turned to more general implications of this research. 

 Work domain modelling of petrochemical processes.  One of the primary concerns in 

dealing with petrochemical processes is accounting for chemical reactions.  The discussion in 

Chapter 2 demonstrated that the combination of PFn and AF level representations combined 

well to describe those reactions.  It is unfortunate, however, that the McFarlane model does 

not provide the level of complexity necessary to fully demonstrate the importance of this 

cross-level representation. 

 The processing of feed in a real FCCU yields a greater accumulated volume of 

products than reactants.  That is, for each gallon of feed introduced to an FCCU, more than 

one gallon of products emerges.  Figure 35 shows this in graphical form.  The simple reason 
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behind this phenomenon is that, when a long hydrocarbon chain is broken into a number of 

smaller chains, those smaller chains occupy more volume per unit weight because they do not 

pack as tightly (Leffler, 1985).  What is particularly important about this artefact of  
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Figure 35: The volume of feed entering an FCCU does not equal the volume of products 

coming out  (Adapted from Wilson, 1997). 

hydrocarbon cracking is that it must be considered at two different levels of abstraction.  At 

the GF level, a comparison of inputs and outputs would indicate that volumetric flow in and 

out of the system are not equal, perhaps suggesting an irregularity.  However; at the AF level, 

the mass balance would demonstrate that the mass of reactants is equivalent to the mass of 
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products, revealing an otherwise unobservable regularity.  Both representations are valid and 

useful and together have strong implications for display design.  Unfortunately, these 

implications were not encountered in the McFarlane model because only one product, wet 

gas, is accounted for. 

 Lessons learned from the EID experience.  As Vicente and Rasmussen (1992) point 

out, EID does not specify the precise type of visual form which will convey the content and 

structure revealed by the AH.  Although the three basic principles of EID provide useful 

guidance towards achieving a product, the task of completing the semantic mapping is left 

predominantly to the intuition of the interface designer.  It is at this stage that EID draws 

support from existing interface design techniques and exemplars.  For example, a number of 

authors have pointed the value of considering visual momentum (Woods, 1984) in the design 

of EIDs (Burns, in preparation; Dinadis & Vicente, 1996a).  Other potential contributing 

theories include Direct Manipulation Interfaces (Hutchins, Hollan & Norman, 1986; 

Schneiderman, 1983), emergent feature displays (Buttigieg & Sanderson, 1991; Carswell & 

Wickens, 1987), the Proximity Compatibility Principle (Wickens & Andre, 1990; Wickens & 

Carswell, 1995), and perceptual organisation techniques (Woods, in preparation).  Vicente 

and Rasmussen (1992) pointed out many of these potential contributors.  Too often EID is 

perceived either as a replication or a competitor to these ideas.  It is neither.  EID stands as a 

distinct approach to interface design, yet one that stands to benefit greatly from existing and 

ongoing research in human factors. 

 Not only does EID stand to benefit from existing interface design theory and 

principles, many EID designers have explicitly employed previously developed visual forms 

in their work (Burns, in preparation; Dinadis & Vicente, 1996a; Reising & Sanderson, in 
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press).  The alternative to this adoption or adaptation is to create novel visual forms for every 

interface; a costly proposition.  Reising and Sanderson (in press) make this “steal, borrow, or 

invent” strategy of semantic mapping explicit, although their claims that they have made 

substantial steps towards operationalising the process are premature. 

 The prototype ecological interface for the McFarlane FCCU is no different from any 

other work on EID in that the designer has borrowed extensively from previous displays in 

the preparation of the visual form.  Mass Data Displays (Zinser, 1993), Paulsen Pressure and 

Temperature plots (Paulsen, 1992), Vicente’s mass and energy balances (Vicente & 

Rasmussen, 1990), and polar star displays (Coekin, 1969) have all been employed.  Also, a 

recognition that common engineering diagrams such as the Rankine Cycle can be adapted to 

interface design (Beltracchi, 1995) has led the author to search for equivalent metaphors in 

chemical engineering.  Although none have proved useful in the case at hand, the possibility 

of using diagrams such as the Murphy tray efficiency diagram for distillation columns should 

be seriously considered by designers of interfaces for petrochemical processes. 

 One important consideration that must be taken into account when borrowing from 

prior interface designs is appreciating the level of complexity of the model in the AH 

representation and the implications that the assumptions made by the analyst may have on the 

visual forms.  An excellent example of this concern is the valve representations employed in 

the McFarlane EID.  Valves are treated in one of two ways in the McFarlane model, either 

simplified or detailed.  The valves in the feed input unit are highly simplified.  The 

simulation designers have made the explicit assumption that the valve setting equals the 

valve flow because the automation makes it so.  The valve models in the other units (i.e., the 

air supply and wet gas output units) are substantially more complex.  The simulation models 
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valve characteristics and pressure differentials in these units that are not considered in the 

feed input unit valves. 

 This difference in representations has a clear effect on the resultant visual forms.  The 

valve forms in the feed input unit are adapted from Vicente and Rasmussen’s (1990) 

DURESS P+F interface.  Borrowing the visual form in this case is possible because the plant 

model employed by Vicente treats valves in a similar manner as the McFarlane model treats 

valves in the feed input unit.  That is, flow is directly related to valve position and 

constrained by neighbouring valve settings.  Pressure differential and valve characteristic are 

not factored in.  Another way of saying this is that Vicente’s plant model has the built-in 

assumption that pressure differential is constant and that the valve is linear with a valve 

characteristic coefficient of 1.0.  These assumptions do not hold for the valves in the air 

supply and wet gas output units of the McFarlane model.  Thus, the AH representations for 

these valves and the associated visual forms in the interface are more complicated.  Both 

forms are providing support for RBB by establishing a one-to-one mapping between the work 

domain constraints and the interface cues.  However, when those constraints are more 

complex, they require a more complex visual form.  This difference in the engineering 

models which drive the AH and, subsequently, the visual form in these two work domains 

provide an excellent example of the importance of appreciating the complexity of the model 

and assumptions made by the analyst. 

 Training.  One of the consistent comments that has been made by domain experts 

encountering EID for the first time is that the interfaces could be very valuable as a training 

tool.  Presumably, this observation is motivated by a recognition of the emphasis placed on 

the specification of physical and functional relationships.  Although no empirical 
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investigations have been conducted to date to specifically evaluate the use of an EID as a 

training tool, experimental results do suggest that training based on the AH can be beneficial 

(Hunter, Janzen & Vicente, 1995). 

 There is a second side to the training coin when it comes to EID.  Regardless of the 

quality of any interface (ecological or otherwise), the complexity of the domains such as 

petrochemical processing almost certainly necessitates dedicated operator training.  EID does 

not alleviate this necessity, although it does bear heavily on the style of training that would be 

required.  Presumably, a transition to interfaces that emphasise functional information would 

require teaching operators the skills required to exploit the new information.  Moreover, a 

recent investigation of the role of individual differences in operator performance with an 

ecological interface suggests that operator selection may be required to take advantage of 

these new interfaces (Torenvliet, Jamieson, & Vicente, 1998). 

 Introducing EID to petrochemical plants.  EID is a radically different interface design 

concept from that currently employed in the petrochemical industry.  The prospect of its 

acceptance in that community will rest on far more than a single proof of concept.  Refineries 

are highly complex sociotechnical systems.  They are strongly coupled with social, legal, and 

economic systems on local, regional and global scales.  While it is unlikely that EID would 

have noticeable impact on all of these systems and scales, the nature of that sociotechnical 

system will change with the introduction of EID.  It is the responsibility of the cognitive 

engineer to consider the broad implications of this impact. 

 Of particular concern to the cognitive engineer are issues surrounding the quality of 

the workplace in which operators, engineers, and managers must spend a substantial portion 

of their time.  The introduction of EID to this environment will have its most direct impact on 
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panel operators and less direct impact on plant engineers and managers.  Operators will likely 

discover that they are being provided with more information than was previously made 

available to them.  They may perceive this change as either threatening or empowering.  It is 

important that the advocates of EID make the benefits of EID clear to those operators and 

allay any fears they might have about impending training requirements or perceptions of 

increased workload. 

 Engineers and managers will likely also sense an impact on their workplace.  An EID 

may be providing information to operators that supervisors feel is unnecessary.  Whereas 

operators may feel empowered to diagnose plant disturbances, engineers might feel that their 

expertise is being threatened.  It would be very important to communicate the benefits of EID 

to plant engineers and managers.  This must be done in a way that supports their roles in the 

refinery as well as justifies the additional authority that operators may acquire. 

 Gaining an appreciation for the broader context in which a novel interface concept 

might be introduced might sound like overstepping the bounds of the interface designer.  In 

contrast, it is a responsibility that is incurred by exerting an influence on an adaptive system.  

Cognitive engineers are coming of age and preparing to face a severe test of their science; 

application.  A single failure could undermine the opportunities for contribution to the health 

and safety of work in a domain such as petrochemical processing.  Planning to avoid such 

failures must extend beyond user testing of an interface. 
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Future Work 

 Many of the implications discussed throughout this thesis suggest opportunities for 

future research.  Some of these topics are specific to the work discussed here, while others 

are of more general interest to the process control and human factors communities. 

 Empirical testing.  Is the prototype EID which has been developed a good interface?  

In part, the answer to this question depends on what aspects of human-machine interaction 

are of interest.  The analytical evaluations discussed in Chapter 3 address the dimension of 

effectiveness.  However, the dimensions of understandability and compatibility are also of 

concern with repect to this prototype, as they are with all interfaces.  If these latter two 

dimensions of the human-machine interaction are to be evaluated, a shift from analytical to 

empirical methods is required.  Two stages of such an evaluation are discussed briefly. 

 The author anticipates that the first stage of empirical evaluation would be a heuristic 

analysis of the prototype interface.  This approach would contribute to an evaluation of 

understandability of the interface.  In co-operation with both domain experts and experienced 

FCCU operators, the McFarlane FCCU EID would be demonstrated and comments and 

criticisms sought.  The goal would be to identify aspects of the interface which fail to 

effectively communicate information to the operators.  Although far from rigorous, such an 

approach has generated valuable insight into acceptability issues in other cases (Dinadis & 

Vicente, 1996a).  It is anticipated that this evaluation technique would lead to a range of 

minor modifications of the interface form.  Further, it should alert the designer to any 

substantial portion of missing information. 

 A second stage of more rigorous experimentation would presumably follow the 

heuristic stage.  The methodologies employed would depend on the specific purpose of the 
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experiment.  In general, however, this stage of evaluation should address the dimension of 

compatibility primarily, but also understandability.  It is fortunate that a broad range of 

measurement techniques have been explored in the prior testing of the impact of EID.  An 

experimental designer interested in evaluating the ecological interface described in this thesis 

would do well to consult this research in the preparation of hypotheses and prediction of 

effect sizes. 

 Incorporating automation in EID.  Beyond the need for empirical testing, there are 

opportunities for further development of the current modelling effort and prototype.  The 

most promising of these is the extension of EID to include process automation.  As stated in 

Chapter 2, the AH framework models the work domain exclusively.  The automation is not 

included in that analysis because it does not lend itself to description by mean-ends 

relationships.  However, automation is a crucial component of modern petrochemical 

processes and no comprehensive information support tool could be considered complete 

without addressing the pressing concerns it fosters. 

 Modelling the behaviour of automation in process control plants requires the 

introduction of a different modelling framework because the relationships specified by the 

AH are not intended to support a representation of it.  Automation, like the human operator, 

acts on the physical structure of the plant.  Thus, whatever modelling framework is employed 

to describe automation should be useful for describing the control tasks of the human 

operator as well.  Further, because both of these agents act on the same physical plant, this 

second modelling framework should be readily integrated with the AH representation.  In 

previous work, the Decision Ladder (DL) has been proposed as a candidate modelling 
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framework for representing the control tasks and accounting for the distribution of those tasks 

among agents (Rasmussen & Goodstein, 1987). 

 The McFarlane FCCU is a prime candidate for exploring the extension of EID to 

automation.  In fact, the stated purpose of the simulation is as a platform for the development 

of advanced control techniques.  Researchers at at least one North American university have 

used it for just that reason (Venkatasubramanian, personal communication).  Thus, there are 

likely a number of different configurations of plant controllers which could be obtained 

relatively easily.  Moreover, it is likely that automated controllers could be obtained or 

developed at multiple levels of complexity.  For example, simple regulatory (i.e., PID) 

controls at the lowest level, multi-variable controllers at a second level, and steady state 

process optimisers at a third level.  This array of control types would permit an evaluation of 

the ability of the DL to account for the control behaviours of the various agents (i.e., human, 

automation, designer) involved in regulating the plant behaviour.  Further, the possibility of 

performing empirical assessments on the interaction between these agents presents tempting 

opportunities for gathering data on contentious issues in human-machine interaction.  For 

example, how does the nature of communication between the controlling agents change when 

more sophisticated types of control are employed? 

Conclusion 

 The work presented in this thesis constitutes a positive proof of the feasibility of 

applying EID to the domain of petrochemical processing.  At the outset, an event-

independent domain representation was constructed for a candidate process simulation using 

the AH.  Based on that analysis, an evaluation of available information was conducted and it 
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was determined that opportunities for improving the information available to process 

operators were present.  Finally, a prototype EID was developed to confirm that the content 

and structure of the information specified by the AH could be represented in a visual form 

that supports the three levels of cognitive control.  Empirical validation of this prototype 

interface has not been undertaken.  The prototype ecological interface could conceivably 

serve as a platform for an ongoing research program which would address fundamental issues 

in human-machine interaction. 
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APPENDIX A:  ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES IN THE MCFARLANE MODEL  

Variable Description Unit/Value AH Instru-
mented? 

Model 
Var. 

Alp  Cross sectional area of lift pipe (8.73 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 
Areg Cross sectional area of regenerator (590 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 
Aris  Cross sectional area of reactor riser (9.6 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 
Asp  Cross sectional area of standpipe (7 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 
Astripper  Cross sectional area of reactor stripper (60 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 
AUbend(rgc

) 
Cross sectional area of regenerated 
catalyst U-bend 

(3.7 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 

AUbend(sc) Cross sectional area of spent catalyst U-
bend 

(5.2 ft2) (PFo-C) NO k 

a1  Furnace heat loss parameter (0.15 B.t.u./ s°F) NO NO k 
a2  Furnace heat loss parameter (200 B.t.u./ s) NO NO k 
Cco,sg  Concentration of carbon monoxide in 

stack gas 
(ppm) GF-C YES 71 

CH  Weight fraction of hydrogen in coke (0.075 lb H2 / lb 
coke) 

GF-C NO k 

CO2,sg  Concentration of oxygen in regenerator 
stack gas 

(mol%) GF-C YES 70 

cp(z)  Average heat capacity (B.t.u./ mol°F) NO NO 53 
cp(air)  Heat capacity of air (7.08 B.t.u./ 

mol°F) 
comm NO k 

cp(c)  Heat capacty of catalyst (0.31 B.t.u./ lb°F) comm NO k 
cp(CO)  Heat capacity of carbon monoxide (7.28 B.t.u./ 

mol°F) 
comm NO k 

CP(C02)  Heat capacity of carbon dioxide (11.0 B.t.u./ 
mol°F) 

comm NO k 

cp(fl)  Heat capacity of fresh feed liquid (0.82 B.t.u./ lb°F) comm NO k 
c p(fv)  Heat capacity of fresh feed vapor (0.81 B.t.u./ lb°F) comm NO k 
cp(H20) Heat capacity of steam (8.62 B.t.u./ 

mol°F) 
comm NO k 

cp(N2)  Heat capacity of nitrogen (7.22 B.t.u./ 
mol°F) 

comm NO k 

cp(O2)  Heat capacity of oxygen (7.62 B.t.u/ mol°F) comm NO k 
cp(sv)  Heat capacity of slurry vapor (0.80 B.t.u./ lb°F) comm NO k 
Crgc  Weight fraction of coke on regenerated 

catalyst 
(lb coke/ lb 
catalyst) 

GF-C NO 55 

Crw  Wet gas compressor compression ratio - NO NO 36 
Csc  Weight fraction of coke on spent catalyst (lb coke/ lb 

catalyst) 
GF-C NO 16 

C1  Wet gas production constant (0.0088438 mol/ lb 
feed) 

NO NO k 

C2  Wet gas production constant (0.00004 mol/ lb 
feed°F) 

NO NO k 

Elift air  Elevation of regenerator lift air injection (134 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
Eoil inlet  Elevation where oil enters the reactor 

riser 
(124. 5 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 

Estripper 

tap 
Elevation of reactor stripper tap (130 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
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Variable Description Unit/Value AH Instru-
mented? 

Model 
Var. 

Etap  Pressure tap elevation on standpipe (155 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
Fair  Air flowrate into regenerator (mol/s) NO NO 109 
FB  Effect of feed type on coke production - GF-C NO 14 
Fbase  Air lift compressor inlet suction flow at 

base conditions 
(ICFM) NO NO 100 

Fcoke  Production of coke in reactor riser (lb/s) GF-C NO 11 
Fgo  Flow of gas oil to reactor riser (lb/s) GF-C NO n.e. 
FH  Burning rate of hydrogen (lb/s) GF-C NO 51 
fof Overflow factor (424) NO NO k 
fpp(x)  Nonlinear valve flowrate function - NO NO 41 
frgc  Force exerted by regenerated catalyst (lbf) NO NO 115 
Frgc  Flowrate of regenerated catalyst (lb/s) GF-C/U NO 117 
fsc Force exerted by spent catalyst (lbf) NO NO 120 
Fsc Flowrate of spent catalyst (lb/s) GF-C/U NO 122 
Fsg  Stack gas flow (mol/s) GF-C NO 84 
Fsp  Flow into standpipe (lb/s) GF-C NO 59 
Fsucn,comb  Combustion air blower inlet suction flow (ICFM) NO YES 92 
Fsucn,lift  Lift air blower inlet suction flow (ICFM) NO YES 104 
Fsucn,wg  Wet gas compressor inlet suction flow (ICFM) NO YES 34 
Fsurge,com

b 
Combustion air blower surge flow (45,100 ICFM) NO NO k 

Fsurge,lift  Lift air blower surge flow (ICFM) NO YES 105 
Fsurge,wg  Wet gas compressor surge flow (11,700 ICFM) NO NO k 
FT  Air flowrate into regenerator (lb/s) NO NO 110 
FT

set  Setpoint to total air flow controller (lb/s) NO NO DL 
fubend(rgc)  Regenerated catalyst friction factor (17 lb s/ft2) NO NO k 
fubend(sc)  Spent catalyst friction factor (47 lb s/ft2) NO NO k 
FV6  Flow through combustion air blower 

suction valve (V6) 
(lb/s) GF-C NO 96 

FV7  Flow through combustion air blower 
vent valve (V7) 

(lb/s) GF-C NO 97 

FV8  Flow through lift air blower vent valve 
(V8) 

(lb/s) GF-C NO 108 

FV1l  Flow through wet gas compressor 
suction valve (V11) 

(mol/s) GF-C NO 39 

FV12  Flow through wet gas flare valve (V12) (mol/s) GF-C NO 32 
FV13  Flow through wet gas compressor anti-

surge valve (V13) 
(mol/s) GF-C NO 40 

Fwg  Wet gas production in reactor (mol/s) GF-C NO 11 
F1  Flow of wash oil to reactor riser (lb/s) GF-C YES n.e. 
F1

set  Setpoint to wash oil flow controller (lb/s) NO NO DL 
F2  Flow of diesel oil to reactor riser (lb/s) GF-C YES n.e. 
F2

set  Setpoint to diesel oil flow controller (lb/s) NO NO DL 
F3  Flow of fresh feed to reactor riser (lb/s) GF-C YES n.e. 
F3

set  Setpoint to fresh feed flow controller (lb/s) NO NO DL 
F4  Flow of slurry to reactor riser (lb/s) GF-C YES n.e. 
F4

set  Setpoint to slurry flow controller (lb/s) NO NO DL 
F5 Flow of fuel to furnace (scf/s) GF-C YES n.e. 
F5

set  Setpoint to furnace fuel flow controller (scf/s) NO NO DL 
F6  Combustion air blower throughput (lb/s) GF-C/U YES 96 
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Variable Description Unit/Value AH Instru-
mented? 

Model 
Var. 

F7  Combustion air flow to the regenerator (lb/s) GF-C YES 97 
F8 Lift air blower throughput (lb/s) GF-C/U YES 103 
F9 Lift air flow to the regenerator (lb/s) GF-C YES 106 
F9

set  Lift air flow setpoint (lb/s) NO NO DL 
F10 Spill air flow to the regenerator (lb/s) GF-C YES 107 
F11  Wet gas flow to the vapor recovery unit (mol/s) GF-C/ FP-

S 
YES 39 

g  Acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft lbm/s2 lbf) NO NO k 
hlift  Height of lift pipe (34 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
hris  Height of reactor riser (60.0 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
hsp  Height of regenerator standpipe (20.0 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
Hwg  Wet gas compressor head (psia) NO NO 35 
kavg  Average ratio of specific heats (1.39) NO NO k 
kcomb  Combustion air blower discharge pipe 

flow resistance factor 
(40.0 lb/s psia ) NO NO k 

klift  Lift air blower discharge pipe flow 
resistance factor 

(5 lb/s psia ) NO NO k 

k1  Reaction rate constant for reaction I (s-1) NO NO 67 
k2  Reaction rate constant for reaction II (s-2) NO NO 68 
k3  Reaction rate constant for reaction III (mol air/s mol CO) NO NO 69 
k6  Combustion air blower suction valve 

flow rating 
(250 lb/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

k7  Combustion air blower vent valve flow 
rating 

(15 lb/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

k8  Lift air blower vent valve flow rating (5 lb/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

k9  Lift air blower spill valve flow rating (10 lb/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

k11  Wet gas compressor suction valve flow 
rating 

(1.5mol/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

k12  Wet gas flare valve flow rating (0.5 mol/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

k13  Wet gas compressor anti-surge valve 
flow rating 

(.01 mol/s 
psia ) 

PFn-C NO k 

k14 Regenerator stack gas valve flow rating (1.1 mol/s psia ) PFn-C NO k 

Lsp  Level of catalyst in standpipe (ft) PFn-C YES 61 
LUbend(rgc

) 
Length of regenerated catalyst U-bend (56 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 

LUbend(rgc

) 
Length of spent catalyst U-bend (56 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 

M  Polytropic exponent - NO NO - 
MCp(eff)  Effective heat capacity of riser vessel 

and catalyst 
(10,000 B.t.u./°F) NO NO k 

Me  Flowrate of entrained catalyst from 
dense bed into dilute phase 

(lb/s) NO NO 75 

MI  Effective heat capacity of regenerator 
mass 

(200,000 B.t.u./°F) NO NO k 

Mrgc  Inertial mass of regenerated catalyst (lbfs2/ft) NO NO 114 
Msc  Inertial mass of spent catalyst (lbfs2/ft) NO NO 119 
n  Quantity of gas (mol) NO NO - 
Patm  Atmospheric pressure (14.7 psia) GF-C NO k 
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Variable Description Unit/Value AH Instru-
mented? 

Model 
Var. 

Pbase  Combustion air blower base discharge 
pressure 

(psia) NO NO 93 

Pbase, d Lift air blower base discharge pressure (psia) NO NO 101 
Pblp  Pressure at bottom of lift pipe (psia) GF-C NO 91 
Prb  Pressure at bottom of reactor riser (psia) GF-C NO 27 
Prgb  Pressure at bottom of regenerator (psia) GF-C NO 92 
Pvru  Discharge pressure of wet gas 

compressor to vapor recovery unit 
(101 psia) GF-C NO k 

P1  Combustion air blower suction pressure (psia) GF-C YES 94 
P2  Combustion air blower discharge 

pressure 
(psia) GF-C YES 95 

P3  Lift air blower discharge pressure (psia) GF-C YES 111 
P4 Reactor pressure (psia) GF-C YES 33 
P4

set Reactor pressure controller setpoint (psia) NO NO DL 
P5 Reactor fractionator pressure (psia) GF-C YES 31 
P6  Regenerator pressure (psia) GF-C YES 79 
P7  Wet gas compressor suction pressure (psia) GF-C YES 38 
Qair  Enthalpy of air to regenerator (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 45 
Qc  Total heat of burning carbon (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 47 
Qcatout  Enthalpy of catalyst out of reactor riser (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 21 
Qcracking  Heat generated from cracking (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 24 
Qe  Total heat lost from regenerator to 

environment 
(556 B.t.u./s) GF-C NO k 

Qff  Heat required to bring fresh feed to 
reactor riser temperature 

(B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 23 

Qfg  Enthalpy of outgoing regenerator stack 
gas 

(B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 49 

Qfr Heat required to raise temperature of 
fresh feed from 700°F (liq) to 1000°F 
(vapor) 

(309 B.t.u./lb) GF-C NO k 

QH  Enthalpy of hydrogen to regenerator (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 46 
Qin(reg)  Enthalpy into regenerator (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 43 
Qin(r)  Enthalpy into reactor (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 19 
Qou(reg)t  Enthalpy out of regenerator (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 44 
Qout(r)  Enthalpy out of reactor (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 20 
Qloss  Heat loss from furnace (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 7 
Qrgc  Enthalpy of regenerated catalyst (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 50 
Qsc  Enthalpy of spent catalyst (B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 48 
Qslurry  Heat required to bring slurry to reactor 

riser temperature 
(B.t.u./s) GF-C NO 22 

Qsr  Heat required to raise temperature of 
slurry from 500°F (liq) to 1000°F 
(vapor) 

(412 B.t.u./ lb) GF-C NO k 

R  Universal gas constant (10.73 ft3 psia/lb 
mol°R) 

NO NO k 

sa  Actual speed of the lift air blower (rpm) PFn-C YES 112 
Sa

max  Maximum speed of the lift air blower (6320 rpm) NO NO k 
Sa

min  Minimum speed of the lift air blower (5000 rpm) NO NO k 
Sb  Base speed of the lift air blower (5950 rpm) NO NO k 
t  time (s) NO NO n.e. 
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Variable Description Unit/Value AH Instru-
mented? 

Model 
Var. 

Tair  Temperature of air entering regenerator (270°F) NO NO k 
Tatm  Atmospheric temperature (75°F) NO NO k 
Tbase  Base temperature (1100°F) NO NO k 
Tbase,f  Base temperature of reactor fresh feed (700°F) NO NO k 
Tcomb,d  Combustion air blower discharge 

temperature 
(190°F) GF-C NO k 

Tcyc Regenerator stack gas temperature at 
cyclone 

(°F) GF-C YES 52 

Tdiff   Temperature difference between cyclone 
and regenerator bed temperature 

(°F) NO NO - 

Tlift,d  Lift air blower discharge temperature (225°F) GF-C NO k 
Tlm  Furnace log mean temperature difference (°F) NO NO 6 
Tr  Temperature of reactor riser (°F) PFn-C YES 18 
Tref Base temperature for reactor riser energy 

balance 
(999°F) NO NO k 

Treg  Temperature of regenerator bed (°F) PFn-C YES 42 
Tsc Temperature of spent catalyst entering 

regenerator 
(°F) GF-C NO 26 

T1  Temperature of fresh feed entering 
furnace 

(460.9°F) GF-C YES k 

T2 Temperature of fresh feed entering 
reactor riser 

(°F) GF-C YES 9 

T2,ss  Steady state furnace outlet temperature (°F) NO NO 10 
T3 Furnace firebox temperature (°F) PFn-C YES 5 
UAf Furnace overall heat transfer coefficient (25 B.t.u./s) NO NO k 
vair,lift  Velocity of air in lift pipe (ft/s) GF-C NO 89 
vcat,lift  Velocity of catalyst in lift pipe (ft/s) GF-C NO 90 
Vcomb,d  Combustion air blower discharge system 

volume 
(1000 ft3) NO NO k 

Vcomb,s  Combustion air blower suction system 
volume 

(200 ft3) NO NO k 

Vlift  Manipulated variable for lift air blower 
steam valve 

(0-1.2) PFn-C NO DL 

Vlift,d Lift air blower discharge system volume (200 ft3) NO NO k 
Vreg,g  Regenerator volume occupied by gas (ft3) NO NO 81 
vrgc Velocity of regenerated catalyst (ft/s) NO NO 113 
vris  Volumetric flowrate in reactor riser (ft3/s) NO NO 29 
vs  Superficial velocity in regenerator (ft/s) NO NO 77 
vsp  Velocity of spent catalyst (ft/s) NO NO 118 
Vslip  Slip velocity (2.2 ft/s) NO NO k 
V6  Combustion air blower suction valve 

position 
(0-1) PFn-C NO 98 

V7  Combustion air blower vent valve 
position 

(0-1) PFn-C YES 99 

V8  Lift air blower vent valve position (0-1) PFn-C YES 108 
V9  Spill air valve position (0-1) PFn-C NO 107 
V11  Wet gas compressor suction valve 

position 
(0-1) PFn-C YES 39 

V12  Wet gas flare valve position (0-1) PFn-C NO 32 
V13  Wet gas compressor vent valve position (0-1) PFn-C NO 40 
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Variable Description Unit/Value AH Instru-
mented? 

Model 
Var. 

V14 Stack gas valve position (0-1) PFn-C YES 84 
Wc  Inventory of carbon in regenerator (lb) GF-C NO 57 
Wr  Inventory of catalyst in reactor (lb) GF-C NO 17 
Wreg  Inventory of catalyst in regenerator (lb) GF-C NO 42, 56 
Wris  Inventory of catalyst in reactor riser (lb) GF-C NO 30 
Wsp  Inventory of catalyst in regenerator 

standpipe 
(lb) GF-C NO 58 

WHSV  Weight hourly space velocity [lb oil/(lb cat/h)] NO NO 13 
Xco  Molar ratio of CO to air (mol CO/mol air) NO NO 63 
Xco,sg  Molar ratio of CO to air in stack gas (mol CO/mol air) NO NO - 
Xco2 Molar ratio of CO2 to air (mol CO2/mol air) NO NO 65 
XCO2,sg  Molar ratio of CO2 to air in stack gas (mol CO2/mol air) NO NO - 
XN2  Molar ratio of N2 to air (mol air) NO NO - 
XO2 Molar ratio of O2 to air (mol 02/mol air) NO NO 62 
XO2.sg  Molar ratio of O2 to air in stack gas (mol 02/mol air) NO NO - 
z  Vertical position in regenerator (ft) NO NO n.e. 
zbed Regenerator dense bed height (ft) PFn-C NO 85 
zcyc  Height of cyclone inlet (45 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
zlp  Height of lift pipe discharge (11 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
zsp  Standpipe exit height from bottom of 

regenerator 
(13 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 

ztop  O2, CO measurement point (49.5 ft) (PFo-C) NO k 
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APPENDIX B: DATA AVAILABILITY SURVEY 
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10 July, 1997 

 

Dear ASM Consortium Member 

 

As you probably know, we have been conducting a feasibility study on applying a new modeling technique 

(Abstraction Hierarchy) to the petrochemical domain.  This technique is specifically aimed at representing plant 

structure in ways that are conceptually meaningful to operators.  As a part of this study we are seeking your 

expertise as plant engineers about information available to process operators. 

 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help identify which aspects of the Abstraction Hierarchy can be 

supported by existing sensor technology.  We would like to get an idea of which parameters are currently 

measured and which are derived.  We would also like to know what parameters could be measured or derived 

but are not (be it due to financial or practical limitations). 

 

We have been using the McFarlane et al. model of an FCCU to conduct our analyses thus far and will continue 

to do so for this questionnaire.  Many of you will notice the gross simplifications in the model and it may be 

difficult to compare it to your own plants.  We ask you to bear with us and answer the questions as best you can.  

A diagram of the McFarlane model is attached to help you out. 

 

Finally, we have no intention to tap into proprietary information in this questionnaire.  We merely want to get a 

general idea of information presently available to operators.  There is no need to identify yourself, your 

company, or the plant you have in mind when you answer these questions.  We'll be comparing the results of this 

survey with information our analysis suggests is important and evaluating the implications of differences we 

note. 

 

Thanks for your help, 

 

Greg Jamieson and Kim Vicente 
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Instructions: 

 

On the following pages you will find a list of 109 variables which appear in the McFarlane et al. model of an 

FCCU.  For each variable there are 5 choices of information availability status.  Please check one box for each 

variable which best describes its status in the plant with which you are most familiar. 

 

Measured with existing instrumentation:  This variable (or something very similar to it) is presently measured. 

 

Derived from current measurements:  This variable (or something very similar) is or can be derived from 

existing measured variables. 

 

Could be measured if new sensors were added:  This variable could be measured given existing technology, but 

is not presently (for either economic or practical reasons). 

 

Could be derived if new sensors were added:  This variable could be derived from sensors that would have to be 

added to the plant. 

 

Cannot be measured or derived:  This variable cannot be either measured or derived due to limitations in 

sensor technology. 

 

Once again, you will find that this model is highly simplified and will not match the plant with which you are 

most familiar.  Please try to associate the model with your plant as closely as possible and use your best 

judgment.  Feel free to write comments on the back of any page if you like. 
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Note:  The asterisks denote survey responses (n=3), they were not on the original survey forms. 
 
 Var. Measured with 

existing 
instrumentation 

Derived from 
current 
measurements 

Could be 
measured if 
new sensors 
were added 

Could be 
derived if 
new 
sensors 
were added 

Cannot be 
measured 
or derived  

Concentration of CO in 
stack gas 

CCO **  *   

Weight Fraction of 
Hydrogen in Coke 

  *   ** 

Concentration of O2 in 
stack gas 

CO2 ***     

Weight Fraction of 
Coke on regen. cat. 

 * *   * 

Weight Fraction of 
Coke on spent cat. 

   *  ** 

Air flowrate into 
regenerator 

 ***     

Flow of gas oil to 
reactor riser 

 ***     

Burning rate of 
Hydrocarbon 

  *  * * 

Flowrate of 
regenerated catalyst 

  ***    

Flowrate of spent 
catalyst 

  ***    

Stack gas flowrate 
 

  **  *  

Flow into standpipe 
 

  ***    

Combustion air blower 
inlet section flow 

 ***     

Lift air blower inlet 
section flow 

 ***     

Lift air blower surge 
flow 

 ** *    

Wet gas compressor 
surge flow 

 ** *    

Air flowrate into 
regenerator 

 ***     

Flow through 
combustion air blower 
suction valve 

FV6 ***     

Flow through 
combustion air blower 
vent valve 

FV7 * **    

Flow through lift air 
blower vent valve 

FV8 ***     

Flow through wet gas 
compressor suction 
valve 

FV11 ***     
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 Var. Measured with 
existing 
instrumentation 

Derived from 
current 
measurements 

Could be 
measured if 
new sensors 
were added 

Could be 
derived if 
new 
sensors 
were added 

Cannot be 
measured 
or derived  

Flow through wet gas 
flare valve 

FV12 ** *    

Flow through wet gas 
compressor anti-surge 
valve 

FV13 ***     

Wet gas production in 
reactor 

 * **    

Flow of wash oil to 
reactor riser 

F1 ***     

Flow of diesel oil to 
reactor riser 

F2 ***     

Flow of fresh feed to 
reactor riser 

 ***     

Flow of slurry to 
reactor riser 

F4 ***     

Flow of fuel to furnace F5 ***     
Combustion air blower 
throughput 

F6 ***     

Combustion air flow to 
the regenerator 

F7 ***     

Lift air blower 
throughput 

F8 ***     

Lift air flow to the 
regenerator 

F9 ***     

Spill air flow to the 
regenerator 

F10 ***     

Wet gas flow to the 
VRU 

F11 ***     

Wet Gas compressor 
head 

 * **    

Level of catalyst in 
standpipe 

Lsp  ***    

Flowrate of entrained 
catalyst from dense bed 
into dilute phase 

     *** 

Inertial Mass of Spent 
cat. 

  ***    

Inertial Mass of regen. 
cat. 

  ***    

Atmospheric pressure  ***     
Pressure at bottom of 
lift pipe 

  ***    

Pressure at bottom of 
reactor riser 

 * * *   

Pressure at bottom of 
regenerator 

 **  *   

Discharge pressure of 
wet gas to VRU 

 ***     
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 Var. Measured with 
existing 
instrumentation 

Derived from 
current 
measurements 

Could be 
measured if 
new sensors 
were added 

Could be 
derived if 
new 
sensors 
were added 

Cannot be 
measured 
or derived  

Combustion air blower 
suction pressure 

P1 ***     

Combustion air blower 
discharge pressure 

P2 ***     

Lift air blower 
discharge pressure 

P3 ***     

Reactor pressure 
 

P4 ***     

Reactor fractionator 
pressure 

P5 ***     

Regenerator pressure 
 

P6 ***     

Wet gas compressor 
suction pressure 

P7 ***     

Enthalpy of air to 
regenerator 

  ***    

Total heat of burning 
carbon 

  ***    

Enthalpy of catalyst out 
of reactor riser 

  ***    

Heat generated from 
cracking 

  ***    

Heat loss from 
regenerator to 
environment 

  **  *  

Heat required to bring 
fresh feed to reactor 
riser temperature 

  ***    

Enthalpy of outgoing 
regenerator stack gas 

  ***    

Heat required to 
vaporize fresh feed 

  ***    

Enthalpy of H to 
regenerator 

  **   * 

Enthalpy into 
regenerator, reactor 

  ***    

Enthalpy out of 
regenerator, reactor 

  ***    

Heat loss from furnace   **  *  
Enthalpy of 
regenerated cat. 

  ***    

Enthalpy of spent cat. 
 

  ***    

Heat required to bring 
slurry to reactor riser 
temperature 

  ***    

Heat required to 
vaporize slurry 

  ***    
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 Var. Measured with 
existing 
instrumentation 

Derived from 
current 
measurements 

Could be 
measured if 
new sensors 
were added 

Could be 
derived if 
new 
sensors 
were added 

Cannot be 
measured 
or derived  

Speed of the lift air 
blower 

 ***     

Temperature of air 
entering regenerator 

 ***     

Atmospheric temp. 
 

 ***     

Combustion air blower 
discharge temperature 

 ***     

Regenerator stack gas 
temperature at cyclone 

 ***     

Lift air blower 
discharge temperature 

 ***     

Temperature of reactor 
riser 

 ***     

Temperature of 
regenerator bed 

 ***     

Temperature of spent 
cat. entering 
regenerator 

 ** *    

Temperature of fresh 
feed entering furnace 

T1 ***     

Temperature of fresh 
feed entering reactor 
riser 

T2 ***     

Furnace outlet 
temperature 

 ***     

Furnace firebox 
temperature 

T3 ***     

Velocity of air in lift 
pipe 

  ***    

Velocity of catalyst in 
lift pipe 

  ***    

Velocity of regenerated 
catalyst 

  ***    

Volumetric flowrate in 
reactor riser 

  ***    

Superficial velocity in 
regenerator 

  ***    

Velocity of spent 
catalyst 

  ***    

Combustion air blower 
suction valve position 

V6 ***     

Combustion air blower 
vent valve position 

V7 ***     

Lift air blower vent 
valve position 

V8 ***     

Spill air valve position V9 ***     
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 Var. Measured with 
existing 
instrumentation 

Derived from 
current 
measurements 

Could be 
measured if 
new sensors 
were added 

Could be 
derived if 
new 
sensors 
were added 

Cannot be 
measured 
or derived  

Wet gas compressor 
suction valve position 

V11 ***     

Wet gas flare valve 
position 

V12 ***     

Wet gas compressor 
vent valve position 

V13 ***     

Stack gas valve 
position 

V14 ***     

Inventory of carbon in 
regenerator 

  ***    

Inventory of catalyst in 
reactor 

  ***    

Inventory of catalyst in 
regenerator  

  ***    

Inventory of catalyst in 
reactor riser 

  ***    

Inventory of catalyst in 
regenerator standpipe  

  ***    

Weight Hourly Space 
Velocity 

  ***    

Molar ratio of CO to 
air 
 

 * *   * 

Molar ratio of CO to 
air in stack gas 

 * *  *  

Molar ratio of CO2 to 
air 

 * *   * 

Molar ratio of CO2 to 
air in stack gas 

 * *  *  

Molar ratio of N2 to air 
 

 * *   * 

Molar ratio of O2 to air 
 

 * *   * 

Molar ratio of O2 to air 
in stack gas 

 * **    

Regenerator dense bed 
height 

  ***    

 


